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A PREDICTION.
The following is extracted from an article
entitled "A Turkish Effendi on Christendom
and Islam" which appeared in the Theosophist
for March, 1880:

Thus it is that, from first to last, the
woes of Turkey have been due to its contact with Anti-Christendom. The race
is now paying the penalty for that lust
of dominion and power, which tempted
them in the first instance to cross the
Bosphorus. From the day on which the
tree of empire was planted in Europe, the
canker, in the shape of the opposing religion, began to gnaw at its roots. When
the Christians within had thoroughly
eaten out its vitals, they called on the
Christians without for assistance; and it
is morally impossible that the decayed
trunk can much longer withstand their
combined efforts. But as I commenced
by saying, had the invading Moslems in
the first instance converted the entire
population to their creed, Turkey might
have even now withstood the assaults of
"progress." Nay, more, it is not impossible that her victorious armies might
have overrun Europe, and that the faith
of Islam might have extended over the
whole of what is now termed the ciyilized
world. I have often thought how much
happier it would have been for Europe,
and unquestionably for the rest of
world, had such been the case. That
wars and national antagonisms would
have continued is doubtless true; but we
should have been saved the violent polit-
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ical and social changes which have resulted from steam and electricity, and
have continued to live the simple and
primitive life which satisfied the aspirations of our ancestors, and in which they
found contentment and happiness, while
millions of barbarians would to this day
have remained in ignorance of the gigantic vices peculiar to Anti-Christian
civilization. The West would then have
been spared the terrible consequences,
which are even now impending, as the
inevitable result of an intellectual progress to which there has been no corresponding moral advance. The persistent
violation for eighteen centuries of the
great altruistic law, propounded and enjoined by the great founder of the Christian religion, must inevitably produce a
corresponding catastrophe; and the day
is not far distant when modern civilization will find that in its great scientific
discoveries and inventions, devised for
the purpose of ministering to its own extravagant necessities, it has forged the
weapons by which it will itself be destroyed. No better evidence of the truth
of this can be found than in the fact that
Anti-Christendom alone is menaced with
the danger of a great class revolution:
already in every so-called Christian country we hear the mutterings of the coming
storm when labor and capital will find
themselves arrayed against each otherwhen rich and poor will meet in deadly
antagonism, and the spoilers and the
spoiled solve, by means 0 '-'the most reDigitized by
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and yet can any one
for a moment
"THE INITIATE."
that the consciousness of a pale young curate or
Some weeks ago thcre appcared in an old maid can in any way resemble the conof Deity? Guts, my dear fellow,
thcse columns a reprint of the introductory chapter to a book entitled "The are the first thing necessary to arrive at Godconsciousness."
Initiate," by an unnamed author and
Toni blinked, smiled genteclly and republished by E. P. Dutton & Co. :Mas- folded his hanels. "I can't 'Iuite see howters or l\fahatmas, said the author, live what is it-re,·ersing the peristaltic action of
all over the worlel, and not in one coun- the digesi ion, as the Yogis do, can tend to
with God?" he mused audibly.
try only. Several of such masters, he union
"Can't you? Well, 1'1\ tell you this much,"
said, were living in England at that time, said Moreward, with a certain good-humored
as well as in America, and he then pro- aggressiveness, "that anything remarkable that
cceds to give a skctch of such a master, anybody can do is a step Godward and a step
freedom.. Impotence is the strongest
who figures in his pages undcr the name towards
of all
Talk ahout being like God.
of Justin :Moreward Haig.
Who projected this Unh'erse from Hilllself,
A perusal of his book is a disappoint- and yet be incapable of doing anything hut
mcnt. \Ve arc all entitlcd to our own twirl tl'e thumhs! Bless III" soul! what a
conception!
Besides, I'll tell you another
conception of a master, and the author thing: it is mighty elifficult to ha"e
is at liberty to paint any picture that he sciousness if yon've got a rotten hody. Perpleases and to attach to it any label that fect health is not only essential to thi, highest
he pleases. But his conccption of a :Mas- state of Rliss, bnt it is also an attrihute of
God. Just imagine Gon il\! God miserahle!
tcr is not ours. Justin Moreward Haig (;0,1 in tears!" He laughed. "And as to these
seems to be a comhination of wonder- Yogis. whom you disapprove of because you
worker, psychic, and spiritist, and they know nothing ahout them. I tell you t!wir
in itself is the highest thing on earth.
arc bv no means rare. He has a certain science
There is hardly a miracle. so ealleel. that
common sense. hut he is not these Yogis can not learn to perform. but just
ahove making the 1I10st ludicrous hlun-, hecau3e they won't come to Lon,lon ann give
ders. as, for example, where hc says that a show in St. James' Hall. people won't heit,
they are quit" ready to hethe Yogi arrives at his states of con- lie"e
lieve that the great Yogi of Nazareth persciousness "through physiological meth- formed miracles some two thousand years ago.
ous" and that imagination plays no part Oh, I r:rant yoU that some of these lower·pcrform h:tir-r;tising- fC;'lts out
in the matter. Here is a specimen of his gr:ldc
in India hdore a wondering puhlic: hut
conversation, a curious mixture of wis- there
the type who uses his powers either to gratih·
dom and nonsense:
his \"anity or to ohtain 1110ney neyer
any
"Yes." he repeated. "that's ju,t the trouble,
silly notion that spirituality an,1 formality
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can eYer he (,t.incitknt.
flon't yOU re::lize that the goal of mankin,l
is God-consciousness, cosmic consciousness,

furthcr: aCfJlti:..d tiYCIl('ss and Y:lnlty Yt'r," soon
hlock the W;I\' tn further
He "'at
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ft'et nn the 1l1:l11t(·11,iece. :lftcr
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HERMES TRISMEGISTUS.
(The First Book.)
o my Son, write this first Book, both
for Humanity's sake, and for Piety towards God.
For there can be no Religion more
true or just than to know the things that
are; and to acknowledge thanks for all
things, to him that made them, which
thing I shall not cease continually to do.
What then should a man do, 0 Father,
to lead his life well, seeing there is
nothing here true?
Be Pious and Religious, 0 my Son,
for he that doth so is Ihe best and highest Philosopher; and without Philosophy it is impossible ever to attain to
the height am] exactness of Piety or
Religion.
But he that shall leam and study the
things that are, and how they are ordered and governed, and hy whom and
for what cause, or to what end. will acknowledge thanks to the \Vorkman as to
a good father, and excellent Nurse and
a faithful Steward, and he that gives
thanks shall be Pious or Religious, and
he that is Religious shall know both
where the truth is, and what it is, and
learning that. he will be yet morc and
more Religious.
For never, 0 Son. shall or can that
Soul which while it is in the Body lightens and lifts up itself to know ami COI11prehend that whieh is Good and True.
slide hack to the conlrarv; for it is infinitely enamoured
and for-

Price Five Cents

getteth all Evils: and when it hath
learned and known its Fath<:r and progenitor it can no 1110re Apostatize or depart from that good.
And let this, 0 Son, be the end of Religion and Piety; whereunto when thou
art once arrived, thou shalt both live
well, and die blessedly, whilst thy Soul
is not ignorant whether it must return
and fly back again.
For this only, 0 Son, is the way to the
Truth, which our Progenitors traveled
in; and by which, making their Journey,
they at length attained to the good. It
is a Venerable way, and plain, but hard
and difficult for the Soul to go in that
is in the Bodv.
For first nllist it war
its own
self, and after much strife and Dissention it must be overcome of one part:
for the Contention is of one against two,
whilst it flies away and they strive to
hold and detain it.
But the victorv of both is not like:
for the one ha;teth to that which is
Good, but the other is a neighbor to the
things that are Evil; and that which is
Good, desireth to be set at Liberty; but
the things that are Evil, love Bondage
and Slaverv.
And if the two parts be overcome,
they become quiet. and are content to
accept of it as their Ruler; but if the one
he overcome of the two. it is hv them
led and carried to he punished hy' its being' and continuance here.
This is, 0 Son, the Guide in the wav
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nothing
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a
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MATERIALIZATION.
Concerning the exploring of that mysterious and dubious borderland called the
psychic realm we have had hitherto to
contend with the apathy of the scientist
on the one hand and his derision on the
other. But it appears that the hour has
at last arrived when we may look for
the beginning of a concerted and methodical research.
Literature, scientific and
dealing with the phenomena of materialization is accumulating in mass and interest. And now we have the extensive
monograph of Baron von Schrenck Notzing, M. D., of Munich. Of its kind, it
is a book of unique and perhaps supreme
importance, since it offers as proof of its
findings biological and photographic evidence.
Baron von Schrcnck Notzing tells us
that his experiments with the medium
were conducted over a period of four
consecutive years, averaging three sittings a week, and that he was invariably
assisted by Mme. Bisson, of whose household Eva was a member during the investigations. and whose role toward her
was that of guardian, hypnotizer. ancl
"psychic educator."
To the mind of the careful student. and
perhaps more particularly to that of the
student of occultism, the part played by
Mme. Bisson, a woman of culture and a
sculptor of some repute, will present itself as embodying features of an arresting significance.

With a convcnti
we are not now im
It may be dismissed after rem.
g that
Notzing, who has been most happy in
translator, has maintained throughout
the volume an admirable hcutrality of
opinion, and that, as a judicious scientist, he sees no warrant for saddling the
phenomena with a spiritistic hypothesis,
or, for the matter of that, with any arbitrary hypothesis whatsoever. He reminds us that a mere collection of facts.
like a heap of stones, does not comprise
an edifice, and he says further:
"Granting the assumption that the mediumistic phenomena of telekinetics and
teleplastics, including the intellectual
manifestations, are not the product. of
fraud, we must at once frankly confess
that, whether all phenomena have the
same origin, or different origins, we can
not in any way explain them. This
not deter us from the attempt to put
facts, once acknowledged as such. in
proper order, to analyze them, to form
auxiliary conceptions where terms are
wanting, and to put forward hypothesis
which only retain their temporary value
so long as they serve the progress of
knowledge."
The entire subject matter of the book
is put forth in a manner fully in accord
with this unbiased position. Considering
it, we may suspect that we have here to
do with that all but mythical avis raris,
a scientist without Ii priori radical prejudice. \Ve will, therefore, accord to his
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THE HUMAN AURA.
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THE PYMANDER OF HERMES.
( The Second Book, called" Pocmandcr.")
My Thoughts bcin§ once seriously
busied about thc things that are, and my
Understanding lifted up, all my bodily
Senses being exccedingly holden back, as
it is with them that are very heavy of
sleep, by rcason either of fulness of meat,
or of bodily labour. Me thought I saw
one of an exceeding great stature, and an
infinite greatness call me by my name,
and say unto me, "\Vhat wouldest thou
Hear and See? or what wouldest thou
Understand, to Learn, and Know?"
Then said I, "Who art Thou?" "I
am," quoth he, "Poemander, the Mind of
the Great Lord, the most Mighty and absolute Emperor: I know what thou
wouldest have, and I am always present
with thee."
Then said I, "I would Learn the Things
that are, and Understand the Nature of
them and know God." "How," said he.
I answered, "That I would gladly hear."
Then he, "Have me again in thy mind,
and whatsoever thou wouldst learn, I will
teach thee."
When he had thus said, he was changed
in his Ideal or Form and straightway in
the twinkling of an eye all things werc
opened to me: and I saw an infinite
Sight, all things were becoming light,
both swect and exceedingly pleasant;
and I was wonderfully delighted in the
beholding it.
But after a little while there was a
darkness made in part, coming down
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-----------

obliquely, fearful and hideous, which
seemed unto me to be changed into a
Certain Moist Nature, unspeakably
troublcd. which yiclded a smoke as of
fire; and from whence proceeded a voice
unutterable, and very mournful, but inarticulate, insomuch that it seemed to
have come from the Light.
Then from that Light, a certain Holy
Word joined itself unto Nature, and out
flew the pure and unmixed Fire from the
'moist Nature upward on high; it is exceeding Light, and Sharp, and Operative
withal. And the Air which was also
light, followed the Spirit and mounted up
to Fire (from the Earth and the Water)
insomuch that it seemed to hang and depend upon it.
.\nd the Earth and the Water stayed
by themselves so mingled together that
the Earth could not be seen for the
Water, but they were moved, because ot
the Spiritual World that was carried unto them.
Then said Poemander unto me, "Dost
thou understand this Vision, and what it
meaneth?" "I shall know," said 1. Then
said he, "I am that Light, the Mind, thy
God, who am before that l\loist Nature
that appcareth out of Darkness, and that
Bright and Lightful Word from the
Mind is the Son of God."
"How is that?" quoth 1. "Thus," replied hc, "understand it. That which
thee Secth and Hearcth. the Word of
the Lord, and the l\Iind, the-Father'IGod,
Digitized by
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FAIRIES?
(By Hayden Church in Los Angeles
Times, January 23.)
LONDON, Jan. I.-No doubt the astonishing article, published here in a magazine, in which Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
seriously announces that fairies have
been photographed, and which is accompanied by reproductions of two of the
photographs supposed to have been taken
of the "little people," has been widely
commented upon in the United States.
If so, it will be interesting to see what
is thought in America of this latest of
many remarkable announcements on th.e
part of the distinguished creator of
.. Sherlock Holmes," who, become the direct antithesis of his skeptically analytic
sleuth, appears nowadays to find no tale
of ghosts or any other supposed denizens of the unseen world too "tall" to be
seriously investigated, if not implicitly
helieved. His article purporting to question but seeming to accept the pictures
as published in the Christmas Stralld has
created here no end of talk.
They were taken, we are told, three
years ago, near a Yorkshire village, by
two girls, Iris Carpenter, then aged six'
teen, and her cousin, Alice. a child of
ten. (Carpenter, Sir Arthur explains.
is not the real name of these girls, whose
actual identity he has thought it well to
veil thus, lest the lives of themselves and
their parents should be rendered a burden to them by interviewers and wouldbe
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----------

One of the photgraphs shows Alice beside a hedgeside bank and before her,
among the flowers and bracken, are four
dancing fairy figures. They are the traditional fairies of fancy and the storybook-long-haired, gossamer-robed, with
butterfly wings all complete, just as illustrators have always painted them. One
fairy is playing upon a two-reed pipe.
Another pivots upon a toadstool.
The second photgraph shows a dancing
gnome prancing around the knees of
Iris. He also is true to type, with puckered, whimsical face, moth wings, ancl
"spikey" feet.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle states that he
heard of the existence of these photographs and that they were sent to him
at his request. Sir Arthur, who is now
in A ustralia lecturing on spiritualism,
was too husy at the time to conduct an
investigation personally, so he entrusted
this task to an acquaintance, E. L. Gardner, who, among other things, is a member of the Theosophical Society. Mr.
Gardner journeyed to Yorkshire, interviewed Iris and Alice and their parents,
and came back convinced that the "fairy
photographs" were absolutely authentic.
It appears that these girls "have
known and seen the fairies all their
lives." Their father is an amateur photographer, and one day the girls asked
permission to borrow his camera in
cler to see if they could succeed in getting some "snaps" of their little friends
and plavfellows, the fays. 'he fathe is
J
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FIAT LUX!
(By Victor A. Endersby.)
Too many of us, dominated by mental
and moral inertia, are disposed to rest
oars and rely upon the whirlpool of cyclic
law to keep the planetary boat within the
bounds of evolution. Are u'l' jllstifird ill
rel:)'ing so absollltely 011 this lall? Let m
consider something: we know upon the
best authority that failures occur among
the highest beings; and a world evolution is no less a conscious being, with a
separate life of its own. than a man or a
nation. We know that races may fail.
Atlantis-wise.
Look about you. See what motive.;,
what philosophy of life, absolutely dominate the actions of men and governments; the abominable, filthy, cynical
sneers at everything high and true and
unselfish, the lack of any sense of responsibility a,rnong high and low; the spirit
which reigns over the politics of the mo,t
advanced of nations was voiced the other
day by one of our Kreatest political chiefs
thus:
"I am against this international idealism and higher thotlght in politics!"
\Ve know the cause of this irresponsibility. It arose from the conjunction oi
the ag-e-old cloctrines of the remission oi
sins <:nd stlbstitutional atonement, with
the hell-hom tide of m('chanistic materialism which welled out of the depths
of Kama Manas during the last centurv.
Most of us can see that the only possible remedy is theosophical thinking,
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taking the word in its meaning of anything tending to foster thc idea of individual responsibility; but we do not
realize the terrible individual responsihility of each one who has seen even il
little of the light; that the planetary system hangs over the abyss by such a slender and fraying thread that the outmost
efforts of each one are of vital importance.
And too many have not awakened to
the immense power of the instruments
we hold in our hands. It is an absolull'
fact that up to this day not one sinKIe
serious attack has been attcmpted upon
the Theosophy of H. B. Blavatsky from
any quarter whatever. In spite of this.
timidity seems to he the rule rather than
the exception. A great many Theosophist in argument present the spectacle
of a man using a high-powered riRe cluh
style.
The movement, of course, can not be
made a proselyting creed after the manner of the churches, and nothing but injury could result from any such attempt.
Hut the sway of Karmic law brinKS each
man into the proper contact when his
ttlming point is reached. If we got into
casual discussion of ethics, philosophy,
or science on the street, at work. or
wherever. we may take it for granted
that there is some one present ready to
listen. pro'i-'idrd we have not brought on
the discussion ourselves. And if we then
fail to present a convincing argument it
is WC'. and neither Theoso hy nor the
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THE NEW JERUSALEM.
Mr. G. K. Chesterton discovered a new
world when he went into Asia Minor, a
world where the spiritual forces count
more heavily than the material.' Naturally enough he was perplexed at the
discovery that there was knowledge
other than that of the white man and he
does not stay to question the reality of
that knowledge because it was obvious.
It was not at all in the domain of doubt.
Thus he says:
• • . They spoke of a solitary soldier at
the end of a single telephone wire across the
wastes, hearing of something that had that
moment happened hundreds of miles away.
and then coming upon a casual Bedouin who
knew it already. They spoke of the whole
tribes moving and on the march, upon
that could only come a little later by the
swiftest wires of the white man. They offered
no explanation of these things; they simply
knew they were there, like the palm-trees and
the moon. They did not say it was "telepathy"; they lived much too close to realities
for that. That word, which will instantly leap
to the lips of too many of my readers, strikes
me as merely an evidence of two of our great
modern improvements; the love of long words
and the loss of common sense. It may have
heen telepathy, whatever that is: but a man
must be almost stunned with stupidity if he is
satisfied to say telepathy as if he
saying
telegraphy. If everybody is satisfied about
how it is done, why does not everybody do it?
Why does not a cultivated clergyman in CornwaJl make a casual remark to an old friend
of his at the Unh'ersity of Aberdeen? Why
does not a harassed commercial traveler in
Barcelona settle a question by merely thinking
about his business partner in Berlin? The
common sense of it is, of course, that the
name makes no sort of difference; the mys-
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tery is why some people can do it and otheu
can not; and why it seems to be easy in one
place and
in another. In other
words it comes back to that very mystery
which of an mysteries the modern world
thinks most superstitious and senseless; the
mystery of locality. It works hack at last to
the hardest of all the hard sayings of supernaturalism; that there is such a thing as holy
or unholy ground. as divinely or diabolicaJly
inspired people; that there may be such things
as sacred sites or even sacred stones; in short
that the airy nothing of spiritual essence,
evil or good, can have quite literaJly a local
habitation and a name.

Mr. Chesterton is a little afraid of
Asia and he speaks of its monstrous
heathendom. We wonder if he is aware
that Asia speaks in the same way of us,
marveling at our materialism, our grossness, and the blindness that seals our
eyes:
It is not a mere romance that caJls it a
land of magic, or even of black magic. Those
who carry that atmosphere to us are not the
romanticists, but the realists. Everyone can
feel it in the work of Mr. Rudyard Kipling;
and when I once remarked on his repulsive
little masterpiece caJled "The Mark of the
Beast" to a rather cynical Anglo-Indian officer, he observed moodily, "It's a beastly
story. But those devils reaJly can do joJly
queer things." It is but to take a commonplace example out of countless more notable
ones to mention the mallY witnesses to the
mango trick. Here again we have from time
to time to weep over the wt'ak-mindedness
that hurriedly dismisses it as the practice
of hypnotism. It is as if people were asked
to explain how one unarmed Indian had killt'd
three hundred men, and they said it was only
the practice of human sacrifice. Nothing
we know as hypnotism will enable a man to
alter the eyes in the heads of a huge crowd
of total strangers; wide awake in broad dayDigitized by

GoogIe
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with that
subconsciousness'

th"

of
all the latest
science have been destructive
science
itself. Not even
conservation of energy could be conserved. The atom is
smashed atoms, and
to the tinw
Professor Einstein, even the law of
with lamentable

other
have a self of
,how can I e"en say that it is
can I even say that J alway,
it. or that it
come from someelse? It is
we are in \"t'r
waters, whether
we have rusheo;
:I sleep
to
them.

Mr. Chesterton does not
tikI'
these new forces. or rather these
obsen'ed forces,
disturb the serenities of "revealed
anti
"heathenism" in a new
may not think it to be an altounfavorable
pany; $3.

otherwise.

not dispo"ed
of these
to their
has no
But at

K. ChesterDoran

He whose initiation
recent, and who
has been the spectator of many
the other world.
amazed when he see'
anyone
face or fomt
which
the
of Divine
at first a shudder run,
th,'m':p'h him. and
the old awe steal,
over him.-Plato.
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set

appears dis-

to
pattern remanv··tOlled t"r,...,,'t,.v while the
yarns in the
the most fuif yOIl
threads are
maze of
stands

The Christmas season was well
but I still made excuse to
south. Weare about to
for
machllne, when a
from
once. that
the
I had
that I would
that
the
due to arrive
San
cisco the same
when a second
wheeled up
drive with anIt was from my friend
collea,gue, Dr.
in whose comleft my prac-

in

and

terminates

answer
tossed a few
was aboard the
Robin

the
booth
to learn
be-

It

so to inform
touch with him.
I
out into the main
room.
Fifteen minutes before it had been full
hUlmanity: now there reItalians, vocifer-

to
there was a remote chance
live
and here he could not be

-,-,. _ ••

wu

ter
rather than lesion.
This could not
ascertained until
had recovered somewhat from the double
shock of the fall and the loss
her
child. The husband's mental state was
cause for
and the doctor
desired my
in the matter.
Now for the most part these cases of
fracture-dislocation are
the reach
of the boldest
measures. Their
usual
is
the sufferer
a
for a term of weeks
of months. even
rare instances years.
until one of any of half a dozen pos,siblc

dipl,oma,cy I
re'mllviilll'" doors
a cab nor vet
and as I st(;od
for sOlTlcthling
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But
it dawned on me
that the fellow's movements,
so
were those
a man blind
he lurched forward
sea, but his reunlike
a man sodden with
At that instant he drew up beneath the
dim street
and I saw to
consternation that
was Mr.
a
C.
with face as
as the
that
drifted
head,
with
vertical line
sunken.
at me, but
nor could
have been more
when
closed for the
time to earth. I saw
at once that I had to do with a man who
for the time
was no more than a
del.perately driven automaton.
I
toward
vel1lturing to

yet imposirlg inex(,ralJ,le discip,line
weak and
It is a sfllectac:le
like to win tribute from the coldest
also.
in these
easy livsurface
to put one to
wonder.
As water
and
as the
to
C.

added

ane

was
had
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and that it slid
mouth and
block forever

my
to

CRUCIFIED

There are
show the
than
host
does
proto him
11 " 0-.. ",,1 ,,,,i"'"
love the more
more
from me. Hatred does not cease
at anv time: hatred ceases
love; this is an
rule.
Lao-Tse-The
I would meet with
The not l!'ood I would meet
/l;Ol:>dl'less also. The faithful I would
meet with faith also. Virtue is faithful.
with kindness.
fl)rl1'ivenc!;s of
the
learned are .",..i/;",rl
Kwan-Yin-Never
I seek nor receive
individual salvation' never
enter
final peace alone: but
and
will I live and strive for
the universal
of every creature
the world.
Philo,
Essenian-It is our first
to seek the
of God and
the divine wisdom
Jeft as the heirloom of
is not
evil.
I f men woulli seek for
of
ment in their sepilrate
and
when a new one had heen found.
would all this relil{j()t1s intolerof all
disao[lear; how the
reverence and adoration
and holiest
of the
their
be
common conflict with
who believe
and teach that man
but as the beasts
of the field. who are
and tomorrow
are not. The
that he
had other
fold" ;
whatever
that w:,y do
and
hIn whatever
devotee desires with faith
worslliv. it
I alone who
him with constancy

THE VISION OF THE SUPREME.
(
What. then,
Nature? We
not be
It difficult to tell
since even Existence and the Ideas resist our np,npt .."ti""
all our
is
Ideas.
The further the human
or Mind,
ventures towards the Formless
what
is either above or helow Form and
the more is it trouhled; it becomes
as it were. undefined.
in
face of the
before
and
unable to take
: it
so it
feels that it can grasp
at
in these alien
up all
the
world
the eye.
is
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but are burdened with that
must ascend to this Prinlute Good
all
them apart
are not
ourselves
within ourselves,
manyness that is we one within.
one out
The SUlpr,emle is not absent from
Intellectual - Prinrinle
must
absent frolll all; present
thl'Ollvine- the entire Soul in conalone
absent
fidence
that are
to receive It.
and so esltablislllinlll; it There that thencethat have
themselves to
in the
of
it shall
that
seized It and
take to itself all that the Intellectual- ha:rmi:my with
virtue of their own Likenes.s
sees and
shall see The
the
in themselves
aid from any
One, no
rays from It.
to anvtllin!!'
sense, no
whose Soul
with pure
that comes
came from out ot
lection and
tOI>m1ost Puissance of the
of what Vision
Intellecthre-llrirlciple
the
nature allows.
All-Pure.
relltored to Likeness goes
Our greatest
of the
ail
sciouslless of The One
that which is
BY
1I0t even
and
an intuitive Intelkction as
the lower members of the Intellectual
plung'ing into the
Order. but
an actual Presence
it
The Soul. when
deals
matters of
suffers a
decline from its
for
still
act of re<1IS0111intz
and
is a
act. an act
which leads
Soul clown to the
of number and
The
must
above
its
it must hold itself
from all knowand from all the knowable and from
of
and
and Good are later
snlrinl"lI1iV irom This
the
the sun.
we read
the "Greatnot to he writ- to the
There to the
ten." If we here
and write. it
life of the
and of Godlike men. a
to those that
see
life without love of the world, a
them to the Place
of the Alone to the Alone.
them from words to the Vision:
of the
and the
is
work
each Soul
Some there are that for all their effort
have not attained the Vision: the Soul
wheresoever it go. it will be in
them
come
no sense of the
and
There: it has not taken some definite
to some new
warmth: it
not felt
within forth
to be
wait for the
itself the flame of love for
know. the
of the lover severed from it; then it makes no definds itself free.
parture; it
on the bosom of his love.
come to be sepBut
does
received the Authentic
arated?
SOIlI has
The
..
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broken and it can no
hold its
guest.
But when a man contrives the dissolution of the
it is he that has used
violence and torn
away, not the
that has let the soul
from it.
in
the bond he has not been
without
there has been revoit
or
or
movements which it
is unlawful to Ull1U111:;"1:.
But if a man
his reason?
That is not
in the
but if
it should occur, it must be
wi til
the
to be welcome at the bidnot for
own sake.
To call upon
to the release of the
soul seems strange way of
its

"Fires" are
and in others
are active. The
Fires are in
and
an atom is devoid of
them.

OtiS

Karma is a word of
and has a
term for
one of its aspects. As a SYl101lVlll
it
the pel"form;am:e
for the
of an
It
hence selfisll desire.
not
to be hurtful to sOlnelJodly
Karma is
the cause: and
the
of Ethical Causa, the effect of an act
egotistically, in face of the great Law of
which
on altruism.
THIRST.
does not that bird
on the topmost
He waits
ward
Determined that

Do

his

thirst shall

summer rain.
made of
see that white

Afloat in the illimitable sea of blue
Where do
it came from?
With what
it
?
it will anchor above the trees
And
the SW.lVllllll'
cargo,
come freed from its false Gods,
find itself
volume"
the
events within
the bulk
of
recollections can never desert the Divine Soul within
Its whispers may be too
the 'sound of its
words too far off the
our
senses. yet
events
u'ere,
as much as the
shadow of events
are to come, j;:;
within its
and is ever
present
eye.
The Doctrine teaches that the
difbetween animate and
on Earth, between an animal and
that in some the vari-

there
there flowers one

more
there came a shower
With wind and hail and
thunder.
Suddenly it was clear
my rose were fiutterin,g
of wet earth.
and
settled
I saw
the arc of the rainbow
The reflection of a
And I heard a
"Xow, now. I
the sun.

which was founded
The The:oso,phic:al
three well-defined
&t New York on the 17th
VI) I' <:\01,:>. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of H1ilmluuty.
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern
.
the imt)orl:am:e of that
Third-To
the
laws of Nature and the spiritli1al
powers latent in man.
The
is
with DO creed or
to enforce or
IS NO RELIGION UIIGUBlI
THAN TRUTH. Hence
its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundamental
Universal Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
the
of
who all have a
hold
own views and to receive for them from their
the reSitM!Ct
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tol,en.tiiOO
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlrmati:sm and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlrmati:sm wherever
found
condemnation of vice in every
or propagate it.
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TIME AND SPACE.
A theosophical writer with something
to say that is new and also intelligent
is so much of a rara O"<'is that there
should be a warm welcome for Mr. Victor A. Endersby and for his little book.
"The Gateway Out of Time and Space,"
lately published by the Infant Press at
950 Corona Street, Dcnver, Colorado
(price 50 cents). Mr. Endersby does
not label his hook as theosophical. Hc
is not guilty of the folly of saying that
something is true because some one says
that it is true. On the contrary he asks
us to determine for ourselves the extent
of the knowledge that we now have, and
then to cast around for some wav in
which its domain may be cnlarged.. No
knowledge whatsoever can be conferred
by authority.
The author leaves us in no doubt as
to thc line that he intends to take nor as
to the inspiration that he has received
from Einstein and Ouspensky. Thc
study of any science. he says, is not a
study of things as they rcally are. but
of "modes of motion of the mind:' in
other words of ideas. And so he begins
at once with what he calls the Fourth
Dimension, going thence to the Einstein theory and conclnding with Reincarnation and the "That Thou Art" of
the Upanishads.
An aid to a comprehension of the
Fourth Dimension may be found in a
consideration of the limitations of the

Price Five Centll

:....-_--------

Two-Dimensional Being or the Duodim:
Imagine a being Ii\'ing on a sheet of paper.
capable only of seeing along the surface of
the sheet. To him all things above and below the sheet do not exist. If he can see only
along the sheet, then the sheet is always fiat
to hi Ill. \Ve can bend it in any manner. and
the being would ne\'er cognize the difference.
Let us mark off two points on the sheet.
six inches apart, one on each side of our
being, whom we shall call a duodim. Now let
us bend the sheet until the points come infinitely near together. To us the distance between them has vanished. But to the duodim.
seeing along the curved surface of the sheet,
which has not changed its length. the point!
would still be six inches apart. So with us.
two points a great distance apart on the earth
may be infinitely near from
four dimension viewpoint. It may be objected that this
view involves the hending of light rays along
the suriace of the sheet. and an impossible
limitation of perception on the part of
duodim. But the curved nature of space, and
the consequent bending of light ra)'s. is just
what Einstein has proven; and incidentally
proven that our perception of real space is
exactly analogous to the duodim's perception
of our space.

The author has an ingenious theory
to explain the phenomena of multiple
personalities. The soul. he tells us. at
each incarnation puts forth a personality
as a plant puts forth a flower. At death
the personality enters into the soul and
becomes a part of it. The whole individual is therefor;: huilt up of the prrsonalities developed in all previous incarnations:
Sometimes. in ahnormal cases. especially in
extreme need. the Oversoul drops one or
more of its previous
into the
physical body. for the purpose of taking the
reins from an in.:.,pacitatcd n W e 0 lil1ty.
Digitized by

e
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his
inconsays
to
ceivahlE' that matter can be other than :l
function
mind:
In

that two or
must
be
three
an
idea
of Mr.
work.
can do
his
inno more
tent and
He deserves to be
read with
attention and tht'
student
advised, when he has reached
last page, to turn back and read

the

THE REAPING.

(

J. A.
(
I admit that the uncanny
unnerved me for an instant and that my
reaction was not
of the fact that
common sense
.me I
but been under the moof an
distinct
own

viewpoint 'l£ the
from the aspect
It
evident th:lt the relation between the hranch
the trunk would exist

come on
over and over tht'
could not rid mythat before me
a man
no
and
had no manner of doubt"
I did not believe that hi,
affection amounted to that
passim/ of which we read now
but
which we
very little.
a merciful
dence. since it
if
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volved the
concerned in calamitous events of one kind or another.
I studied
face. It was a veritable
death-mask of weariness. The
tiOR grew upon me that here in truth
was no
human
however
but a
that acconloanied
a state of almost
horror.
\Vhat under
the dreadful
could
have
It
not
that
have
a momentary oblivi011. then an upsurgof that weird
of a sOI'tle,lhtng
in the
now
into
the wildest

In

blotch
to
an
At

sleepling man.
any mist
its thin

where it bent
up all the while a
clI'::lil'linp' motion the very memory
to tum me ill as I write
fulness.

and
The
been
lites
for
the
of tetano-antitoxin.
I have no intention
anv
as to how
unfortunate man contracted the formidable
whose intermittent
spasms
racked his
for three
Those
mv readers who have
even a cursory'
of
will recall that tetanus
caused
bacillus
into the
way of a wound
may

more than a
abrasion of the
and
in the blood.
But alThis is the modern
I made a most
ination of the surface
found not
much as a
At that time it nN'Il1r1rptl
curs to me now
added
that in
evidence to the contrarv
was not due to the introduc"tion of an earth bacillus.
I have said that his
symptom
tallied with that of tetanus;
is not
accurate.
of true
tetanus is that the
mind remains
even
But
the intervals
terrible muscular contorface of a sub-normal
for the beunder the hallucina-

l"olution to offer, and for
that no
entire situation
preto
as
have
it
were ones
we
for his
but for his
Therc werc times when it seemcd
were
beatcn
ous powers
human and inl:re,dillJlv
preposterous
was one I
m'''''inp' from my mind. In some
cOlunl:able manner it COllvc:ye,d ltselt-·perfrom
clouded
cool-headed.
and to her assisHmt.
almost phlcgmatic
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if you
a very fair exthe tenacious hold that a strong
has upon the subconscious.
be obscure and
never so
bemind and
stratum where it
celrtainlv arise at some
or
the

I had been home
week
before
overcrowded time
C:s
allowed
examination of her
fOf'ebodiing was more

the second week had
had recovered sufin a coherent fashion
wife.
the interil11 I had had
Mrs. C
talk with Miss
poor creature.
as soon as the
to
I could see
risen
been tided over.
From her I learned that
before the accident Mrs. C. had been
recurrent dream.
troubled with an
that she had acted out that dream
in a somnamhulent condition. She would
that she had been awakened
from a
the constant
the roller curtain that shaded
winrl,'lw at the head of her bed. In
within a dream she would
the few
steps to
climb on a
take
and stand it beside the
herself that
the

sister

made
of the affair
were
uneasy, and when
the second
occurred Mr.
and unknown to
cut
cord of the lower sash of the
window
in the
that
could
from the
Also
of
velveteen curtains for
that one window and so did away enwith the
shade. After
new arrangement
had
itself but once.
as
it
that its pUlrpo,se--1t
one-was
it
to assert itso far. at least, as Mrs. C's
rel:ollectio'n went, and there was no more
walking about in
Then came the
Mr. C.
had let himself
side
the
in
the
order that his late
not disturb
slumber.
It was
mo,rniing when Miss Sair.
adjoining that of her
who used a
several wakeful
nelllra.lgiia was
more
discovered
chair
extreme end of the
south window. below

had
hours hefore.
sciou;; when
a miracle not
What

.N aJUI'allly such a

to

element of
wlnd,ow in the house was unusllally
width and reached almost
f\ltnclUg;n her husband and

we
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so soon as
that menace
another

me

came that Mr. C put
"Will
walk
was
thl'TPhv. and besides
deitecteo
once.
''''''O'...
are
were other-

with its
question was startllne:
1
amazed eyes upon
I
ever have
sheer agony I saw it then.
Also there was in his tormented
a
forlook. like that of a
and
in a
of
not yet
from his
those iron hars
native freedom.
Be
THE DIVINE PYMA;\1DER.
Edited
. W. Westcott.'
From Dr. Everard's Translation
1650.
Fourth Book called "The

a

Divine and Human, which must here
also be understood.
or
is his
4. For his
and Will all
and his
to be.
what is God, and the Father.
but the
are not. and the exist'en<:e
that are
this is the Father,
whereunto no other
the
is present or appf()ac:heth.
7. For the
which
Partiicipation, is not
is also a Father
for all that
the cause of Good.
to
Creatures. And
and of
if this be so, he
altogettler constrained
the
of the
without which
either to
or
it is not
or made.
But the Father is the cause of his
Children, who hath a will both to sow
and nourish that which is
Son.
active
9.
can not be in any
that taketh
to
for I
them; for

and the
for he both
vet all this for
hiln that can see
else are for this.
Good to be known'

o
therefore, and the
o
have the
rather
the same
For there is one name
tion
Nature and
ch:mi5rea'ble
cerneth
about
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are
draw any store oi
this
do many times
fall
from the
into this most
fair and beauteous Vision which
ObCelius and Saturn our
tained unto.
15. Tat-I would we
could do so.
16. Trism,-1 would
could. 0 Son;
but for the present we are less intent to
and ca,l
the
the
of our
have

into the
shall

nn'thina

17. For
vine Silence. and the rest of
Senses; for neither can he that understand,.;
understand
else,
nor he that sees that. see
else.
other
nor III sum,
not hear
move the
18. For
round about the whole
eneth all the Soul; and
the
Senses and MClt!ons.
eth it from the
and
into the Essence of God.
For it
Possible for the
Deified while
it
of
if
of
Good.
20.
at--t10'W dost thou mean
Father?
Trism- There are
of
Soul.
ar--tHlt how
thou
heard in
Speel:hes, that from one Soul

and

on into the
or
for
are two
or
of Gods.
one
them that wander. and another of
them that are fixed. And this is the
most
the Soul.

and the Father. and
nor heard.
32.
so in all
are, are the Senses. because
be without them.
33. But
differs much
Sense; for Sense is of
thar
hut
surmount
is
end
of Sense.
34.,
of God:
for all Knowledl:t'e
unb()dilly but useth
the Mind
the mind
uscth the
35. Therefore both
and
material
go both of
into
that is Setbodies:
One
and
all

that ha\'c
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38.

movalJle, and every mage:nel'at:ion; but
inmoves the material
manner.
\\'orld is a ':::>1'''':1''.
a Head. amI above the
there
n.n,thj;na
as beneath the feet
n",thinu intellectual.
universe is
is the head, and it
that
like a head.
therefore that is
or united to the membrane or film
of this
wherein the Soul
is immortal,
is in the Soul of a made
hath its Soul full of the
but
those that are further from that
brane have the
full of Soul.
42. The whole
a
and
therefore consisteth of material
intcllectual.
and
43.
the World is the
Man the second
after the
\Vorld; but the first
that are
mortal and therefore hath whatsoever
the Soul all
others have:
benefit
for all
he
not
not
as
is not
m()Vllble, nor evil as it is immortal.
hoth as
45. But man is
movable and
he
mortal.
46. But the Soul of man is carrie'l
in this manner, The Mind is in reason.
Reason in the Soul, the Soul in the
and
in the
The
diffused and goand arteries, and
moveth
Creature.
a certain manner
it.
\Vherefore
some
also have
the Soul to be blood.
dein nature. not
that
must return into the
and
is
the veins and
and then the
this is
death

as it were,

is the
the offsnrillp"

igrlor:ant of Man,
and will be
is healthful to
this is the
the Soul

and
Forof the

57.
Father. that the
the Soul, and the Soul
When even now thou
the
and the
of the
58. Trism-O Son. he that hears
must co-understand and
with him that
must have his
sh:arllcr than the \'oice
the
Continued. )

•

moved.
51. There are therefore these three
God the
and the Good. and the
\Vorld and Man: God hath the World.
and the World hath man; and the World

It
be
science and philosollhy
the old
James Frulllall

which was founded
The Th.eosclphical
three well-defined
at New York on the
UIJJ''''<.;'''. viz:
First-:-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HIJmlllnity.
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern lite:ral;uf'e5.
deOlonl;trate the imporhmcc of
Third·-"!"o il1lvelstig:ate the um:xpilailned laws of Nature and the spirit11al
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION UIGHlUt
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundaIchlle--lTni'I'ersal Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
for the
of its
who aU have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolerlltion
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlsmatism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlsmati:sm wherever
found
mPmh...." an unflin<:hing
condemnation of vice in every
that tends to feed or propagate it.
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THE SPIRITS.
One of the essays in "The Uses of Diversity," by G. K. Chesterton, is devoted
to "The Spirits." Mr. Chesterton is by
no means a disbeliever in psychic phenomena, but he is not convinced that the
messages come from spirits. At least he
is sure that most of the messages arc
pretty poor stuff. Here, he says, is the
sort of thing that the spirits are supposed to write:
"You make death an impenetrable fog,
while it .is a mere golden mist, torn easily
aside by the shafts of faith. and revealing life
as not only continuous, but as not cut in two
by a great change. I can not express myseli
as I wish. . . . It is more like leaving prison
for freedom and happiness. Not that your
present life lacks joy; it is all joy. but you
have to fight with imperfcctions. Here, we
have to struggle onl)' with laek of development. There is no evil--only different degrees of spirit."
The interrogator. Mr. Basil King, who narrates his experiences in an interesting article
in Nash's Magazine, proceeds to ask whether
the lack of development is due to the highly
practical thing we call sin. To this the spirit
replies: "They come over with the evil. as
it were, cut out, and leaving blanks in their
souls. These have by degrees to be filled with
good."
Now I will waive the point whether death
is a mist or a fog or a front door or a fireescape or any other physical metaphor;
satisfied with the fact that it is there, and
not to be removed by metaphors. But what
amuses me about the spirit that for him it is
both there and not there. Death is non-existent in one sentence, and of the most
importance six sentences afterwards. The
spirit is positive that our existence is nol cut
in two by a great change, at the moment of
death. But the spirit is equally positive. a
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little lower down, that the whole of our human evil is instantly and utterly cut out of
us, and all at the moment of death. If a
man suddenly and supernaturally loses about
three-quarters of his ordinary character,
might it not be described as a "great
change"? Why does so enormous a convulsion happen at the cxact moment of death, if
death is non-existent and not to be considered? The Spiritualist is here contradicting himself, not only by making death very
decidedly a great change, but by actually
making it a greater change than Dante or St.
Francis thought it was. A Christian who
thinks the soul carries its sins to Purgatory
makes life much more "continuous" than this
Spiritualist, who says th.1t death. and death
alone, alters a man as by a blast of maRic.
The article bears the modest title of "The
Abolishing of Death"; and the spirit does
say that this is possible, except when he forgets and says the opposite. He seldom contradicts himself more than twice in a paragraph. But since he says clearly that death
abolishes sin. and equally clearly that he abolishes death, it becomes an interesting speculation what happens next, and especially what
happens to sin: a subject of interest to many
of us.

Mr. Basil King asked the spirit if it
was wrong to destroy animal life and 'the
spirit said: "You can never destroy Ii fe.
Life is the absolute power which overrules all else. There can be no cessation.
It is impossible." This, says Mr. Chesterton, is not very helpful to the man
who wants to kill a tom-cat. You can
not kill it because you can not kill it. But
if a man may rely on this reason for killing a cat it is an equally good reason for
killing his creditor. "Creditors also are
immortal (a solemn thought); creditors
also pass through a gol en mist Itorn
Digitized by
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aside
the shafts of
have all the evil of their souls
their
cut out of
axe
without
noticirlR; a'nythirlg in ",,,'tif'lll,,r.

SHE AND
The recollection that
somewhere that there
the central idea nnnPI'lvi,na

and
!tinO"
of rebirth shall
face with the
Into the fabric
'we need
of
not enter, It is
Africa as its
as full
of the
life and
It is
occult lore that attracts, and
here we have rather more of it than
as
author himself had
from the
we find
to Allan the faces of
women he has loved:
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I was at a loss to see
such an eXl:ra'Drdlimlry
have on the immediate situalliolrl.
was not so
sensed
cided that if he
to
would carryon so far as
allow. It was bizarre
''''''0''''''', allth()ug:h I had to
factors of stulpend()Us
hr,"rin,'"

"As I
venturtd
ory that
has been
who in
consciousness remain
that such transference has
and more. It
corlsc(luelnce that te\(:palthic thougtlt-f()rm
has in a manner
the field of its prclgel1it(lr'S
nal consciousness into "nntt,p..
nal consciousness must of ne1cesisity
duce an effect like unto its cause
show certain definite tendencies
it embodies certain definite modes
e:1and
in their turn, will
pn)dl1Ce effects
a
nature. In anv
•
case the
cause will go on
a sort of vicarious
existence modified or
or diversified
those circumstances wherein
these effects find
for action.
I
I saw
Indeed I
in
far as I got the
indeed see it in a

was
colors and
a
gossamer. And
nr()nprtv of chamgling
colors with the .. ",.iilitv
As I noticed the
convinced that it
tholugll1t that did the trick.
were the nr,... t111f't
were
Ollt, made
reason of the creative
his tremendous active
dowed them.
I saw the atm(lsphelre about him as an infinite multi-

of mirrors
them at
every conceivable
tion
to stir..
It was a weird
else.
able for its visual detail if
recall
for the matter of
I recall
about that eonwith the utmost
that I was
at
visions and
there was
should

man"
would
with me.' Whether
should prove an Archimedean lever
tined to solve many
or as a
merciless rod
me into realms of
darkest mental chaos I could not
can I
determine.
I floundered on:
"Our know'le(lge of the mechanics of
of course, but it
on
of an
dil"ec'ted will set over and
another will on which it
the
time
its definite commands.
would upset that basic conin-
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subconscious or otherwise--of another
human
That would be the same
that the
himself
as
under a state of
was
then able
state of hYI>noisis
to
act of
will to
on his
the will to receive on the
Yet it is an axiom
of the
or the
corlfident
on
of his
and inthe
For moment Mr. C. had nol.hirlg
I watched
with covert an:KIC{y.
no means fit to
of
and
all
involved
but resolved that I would put a peremptory stop to it if
had to resort to
when he turned
brilliant eyes full upon me,
eff·ecl:ually arl'estin!" my tentative
in the most demanner. There
hovered about
mouth the very
sardonic smile. Son'lel110VI',
too
intended
I
wl1letller I wished to or not.
have
it
doctor. That
the whole matter: who is
himself a mere puppet
antics in accordance to
certain unseen
back of

hint
circumstance in which it chances we find ourinvolved.
you can tell me

not admitted that
was a
more.
to the man
the sum
of that ego which is the man at
must
turn for the
of
great unseen
In that
is to be foum!
the
of tlte man that he bas
the man he was at
the
of ten,
back to the
he was born,
and for
you or I can
to the conshall we set
before that.
the dim be,;innirlgs.
10-

and subliminal
m,lrg;in;al consciousour 011\'11
Igl1lor;anc:e of what we
are. It
ourselves from our
h:l·rri,f'r;; of
and fear.
have woven for our conan
too effectual
conwe

bil1:hright of

are
a re the effects
of uncalculable and
the most part unnoticed consciousness of
all
!
we could
in its
parts; suppose we
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SI>eecb, and to the bitter

"make no
of it for the most of us that memwould be hell.
our memories
down upon us like innumerable
beads from a severed
we would
pl·ob.ablly go
mad
of fifteen

'with
vvoman
she is alive
the
of a
heart cometh that
He broke into a
the most awful
bar none,
issue from human
for the fool I was. I
his almost
strong will
on me, and I
back on his
'
so:
"That is not true. It can not be true.
Dream and
are
mixed in
mind. You are
but in a few
absurd
are
there
hurricane
there be such a
how
he deal with that
force once he has
to say, in
bottli,ng it up?
Almlnst that will
his mine was as
astraw blown in the wind.
sOlmething, some instinct
within me
counseled me
he had
when he said:
on your own head be it if I
with the
of words
the noise
this awful

or
know.
And then:

not

Be Cotllclmcled.

THE DIVINE PYMANDER.
Edited
W. W Westcott.
From Dr. Everard's Translation of 1650.
Fourth Book called "The
59.

The
of these Clothor Covers is done in an
. for it
imli>Osslble that the
establish
rest
in

in an
61.
can not suffer
for it is all burned of a small
therefore is the water
about the
as a
or defense to
withstand the
of fire.
62. But the Mind
or swift of all the
and more swift than
ments, hath the fire for its
63. For the Mind which is
Workof all useth the fire as his instrument
his
and he that is the
Workman of
it to the
of all
as
to
;
the
or naked
of men,
the affairs

Soul abideth in
PUll1s11ed of
and
human
to
enter
67. For no other
a Human
neither is
Man's Soul to fall into
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unreasonable
: for it is the
Law or Decree
to preserve a
Human Soul from so great a cOlllltlm,ely
and
68. Tat-How then is the Soul of
Man punishe1d, 0 Father: and what is its
l':"r1eatest torment.
69.
Son; for
what Fire
so
a
as it?
Or what
Beast doth so tear the
as
the Soul.
70. Or dost thou not see how many
evils the wicked Soul sulfIelretlh,
and
out, I am Burned.
not what to
am VevOlJred. Unh;app,y
Evils that
me; Miserable
nor Hear anvtl:linil!".
71. These are the
ished and tormented
, and
0 Son. thhlkest
out of the
or enters into a Beast:
the Soul pun-

ut:lIIUU,

It ;

It.

to God.
Bonus
blessed Soul that is
Soul that is empty

84.

85.

with the
wherewith the wicked Soul
turns itself
Murders.
COiltUlnelies, and
divers
and other
which men are IIIJUl:leu.
73. But into
the Mind
leads
into the
of
74. And such a Soul is never satislied with
to God and
and both in
in

76. The
tered or
the worse it
impol;sil»)e.
77. But there is
communion of
and those of Gods
with those of men.
those of men
with those of Beasts.
7& Andthebetter
ilie
worse, Gods of Men,
of
but God of all; for He is the hest
of all and all
are less than He.
79. Therefore
the world

Soul hath the Good
;
of that it
and not of that Minister of
we said
that he was
sent from the
86. For the
without the Mind.
can neither
nor say
fOl
times the
flies away from the
and in that hour the Soul neither
nor
but is like an unreasonable
great is the power
of the Mind.
87. But neither brooketh it an idle or
but leaves such a one fastened
and
it,
down.
88.
such a
0
hath no
Mind. wherefore neither may such a one
be called a Man.
89. For
to be cOtlilpared
lives on
are above in
Gods.
90. Rather.
the
above
in power,
the

91.
on
all

what
are
and learneth
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92.
that which is the greatest of
he leaveth not the
and
is
so great is the
nature.
93. Therefore we must be bold to
that an
Man is a Mortal
and that the
God is an Immortal Man.
94.
these two
all
World and
else
that
End

And the waves ran high in the wild unrest,
When
Toward
rudder
Around the captain in wild despair,
crew had gat:helred and joined in prayer
To Him who
the power to save,
To deliver them
a watery grave.
A crash and a
Were the answers

wave alollc
the Omnipotent Olle.

in

the

friends, and loved ones crisped and
Told how Heaven their prayers had heard.
From the
dawn of nature's birth
Since sorrow and crime first darkened the

'neath 1£'1110'/1/s shade
the ansu'e,. the Merciful made.
"0 Father in Heaven,
From the wiles of
From the snares of temptation in life's
sea
Guard him and
thee."
a mother
Went forth to
Alone, save
And that prayer to

A murderer's gibbet, high in air,
Answered that trusting mother's prayer.
A father and mother knelt
down
before the Eternal One,
with trusting hearts implored
Heaven
\Vould
Would
And
And
As the lilies

T_.__

A
Was

that

lost one, seduced, betrayed
only answer

A beautiful maiden knelt
For
of a
Away in the fields
poised in

From dime to clime, from
Wheresoever the waves of humanity
The breezy robe this planet wean
Has quivered and echoed with countless
knees are bent,
heaven are sent.
summer beam but sees
on his knees;
There's not a
that murmurs
wafts some faithful
on
There's not
woe that
our
But some one bears to the throne of grace
And for
we
meet
We
for grace at the
seat.
But
on, and
serene
though no
had been,
Still broods
breezes moan as
wave.
"When man
powerless, Heaven can not
save.
-Anon.

NOT YET.
The last words
heard to say were:
the
of

"Oh. Father of Mercies,
the heart
Of him I love from
dart;
When the death-bolts rain on the charging
Be Thou

A

Was

guide, his strength. his shield.

corpse alld a soldier's grave
answer t.he Father of Mercies

Tbe night was dark on the ocean's breast,

of the
the
of the beautiful
BrisbalU: ilt Exam ill er.

The
which was founded
three well-defined
lit New York on the 17th
viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm;anilty,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
relilgiclns, philosl)phies, and
the
of that
"1"IllrI1-To investiigal:e the
laws of Nature and the spiritllal
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
NO IlJU.IGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
is
on its members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
respolBsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
and to receive for them from their
the
in turn should show for the views of others. This tol'eratiolll
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
"Ad intolerance have
been
foes to human
Ie
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgmatism wherever
mernbers an unflinchin:g
that tends to feed or propa-
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THE
(By Plato.)
Behold! human beings living in a sort
of underground den; they have been
there from their childhood. and have
their legs and necks chained-the chains
are arranged in such a manner as to pre-.
vent tnem from turning round their
heads. At a distance above and behind
them the light of a fire is blazing, and
between the fire and the prisoners there
is a raised way; and you will see, if you
look, low wall built along- the way. like
the screen which marionette players
have before them, over which they show
the puppets. Imagine men passing along
the wall carrying vessels, which appear
over the wall; also figures of men and
animals, made of wood and stone and
various materials; and some of the passengers, as you would expect, are talking, and some of them are silent..
That is a strange image, he said, and
they are strange prisoners.
Like ourselves. I replied; and they see
only their own shadows, or the shadows
of one another which the fire throws on
the opposite wall of the cave?
True, he said; how could they see anything but the shadows if they were never
allowed to move their heads?
And of the objects which are being
carried in like manner they would only
see the shadows?
Yes, he said.
And if they were able to talk with one
another, would they not suppose that
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they were naming what was actually before them?
Very true.
And suppose further that the prison
had an echo which came from the other
side, would they not be sure to fancy
that the voice which they heard was that
of the passing shadow?
No question, he replied.
There can be no question, I said, that
the truth would be to them just nothing
but the shadows of the images?
That is certain.
And now look again and see how they
are released and cured of their folly. At
first, when anyone of them is liberated
and compelled suddenly to go up and
turn his neck round and walk and look
at the light, he will suffer sharp pains;
the glare will distress him .and he witl
be unable to see the rtalities Of which in
his former state he had.seeJ1.the shadows.
And then imagine some ot'le saying to'
him that what he saw before him was
is approachan illusion, but that
ing real being and has a triter sight and
vision of more real things-'what will be
his reply? And you may further imagine that his instructor is pointing t:>
the objects as they pass and requiring
him to name them-will he not be in i\
difficulty? Will he not fancy that the
shadows which he formerly saw arc
truer than the objects which are now
shown to him?
Far truer.
And if he is comR<;lIe<\
{t.he
o g,tlzed oytp)
.......

!

/
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will he not have a
in his eyes
which will make him turn away to take
of vision which he
in the
can see, and which he will conceive to
be clearer than the
which are
now
shown to
said.
SUIPp()Se once more that he
luctal'ltly
up a
and
fast and forced into
ascent, and
of the sun
not
that he will be
irriand when he aplpro,aclhes
have his eyes UiiZZICU,
not be able to see
to be the truth?
which are now
Not all in a moment, he said.
He will
to get accustomed to
the
of
world. And first
next the
he
see the
reflection of men and other
in
the water, and then the
selves; next he will gaze upon
of the moon and the stars; and he
better
see the
and the stars
than the
or the
he will be able to
the
not mere reflections of him in
but he will see him in his own
and not in
and he
nature.

his
hold?

poor master," and endure
than
to think and live after their manner?
he
I think that he would
rather suffer
than live after
their manner.
once

and he
shad-

he not
say of him
he comes without his
there was no use in even
anyone tried to
asc:en'dmg' and
another and lead him
to the
in
catch the
would
him to death.
said.
I

will reason that the
the seasons and the
2'Ullrdian of all that is
and in a certain
which he and
accustomed to behe would come to the
afterwards,
he remembered his
the wisdom of the den
do you not supfeliicitate himself on

And if
the habit of conhonors on those who were
est
observe and remember
tell which of the shadows went before.
and which followed
and which
that he
were
and
would care for such
or
the possessors of them?
he not say with Homer,"Better to be a poor man, and have a

who
to
in a ridiculous manner?
There is
in

he

one who has common sense will
that the bewilderments of
eyes are of two
and arise from
out of
causes, either from
or from
true of the
much as of the
remembers this when
sees
of
one whose vision is
will not be too
to
; he
first ask whether that soul has come
out of the
and is unable to
see because
dark.
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turned from darkness to the
And
is dazzled
excess of
he will count one
his condition and state of

THE

aside

I
of
from one
have them
me from an ungu:arcled
corner. Nor was I ever able to treat
them with that wholehearted derision
which is
effectual where nervous
",,,""...·i,.,, are concerned. Love and fear
for mv loved one seemed to
from
one root in my heart; the one was the
the other was the shadow of that
I could not dissociate them.
may well believe that after
that
an open one, staJking
me. Yet as the weeks went
nothuntoward
notion
a
less
insistent, or,
became
less attentive to its ur"rniina
one becomes used to the
a clock in
the room until it su(ldenly stops or booms
out the hour.
"Then one
wi fe came into the I" ron,."!,,,.v
I
had not seen her
occasion to take various
her over the
and
had
the timbre of her
heen
voice va'P'111·lv reminiscent of some one I
had
about its
inflection that was a
to memory,
but not a resolvant. It had bothered me
a
as it bothers
one to not
remember a name, or a
or a circumstance.
"As
stood before me, a rather
woman,
found
inl,,.nl!v to her voice
Almost I

that elusive
It
and
a surge of
the ache of loneliness.
voice
and
her
in an dUl'U"'CU,
she would wait
ten minutes
more for a husband remiss in keleping
She
for Dorothy,
she had met at some affair
and whose
known rather
in
and
ten minutes up, and
she went
M. on the
on her
the
but
her
over the
aroused in me no hauntechoes of a
past and
indefinite. It was identillied
and
with

on,

SaIQ--lt was as
Iigll1tning rent the
of
at last, did I know
reminded me! It
like that of the nurse
mother in her last

an
the
fra.gr.ant mounds,
air was still and
toward the north
of summer lightllings.
behind me ran the
brook
that
our land. Close to its
willow trees bent
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interfered ve:(ingly
there was also the insistent if
of
I gave
became dre:alTlily
the western
now from lurid red to
colors
all the banners of the world. A
haze drifted
and for the first time in
was conscious of an awed
some

down to
ocean we had
never
that
the
as he
came
strode forward while the rafters trembled
considered
under
foot.
would
if ever he
on the
no fondness for
much of it one
Lfmr·cn,-lr'Olillr. three times
obliga:tOl'Y among 'de-

de:sce:ndled upon
my
sionate breast.
word,
dead. I did not
it. I
evitatltv. while also I did not
understand.
"Mother had died in her
was
beautiful as she
faintest shadow
a
It was almost a whimsical
white
look,
to
she wore when she had
for me-a delectable
the
to
mile or
a rare treat

"Hitherto my
had been SYll0rlYIlrlOlJS
course I
I think
true, for I was outwanjlv

worM
altlhotlgh 01
nor do
it was

voice
monotone_ His
I had
contemp<
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also. How could he bear that anyone
should hear him! He was accounted a
man, a
one. As a
matter of fact he was neither. He
and
vindictive.

alone knows what
and unfounded reason.
For to me, of all men, he delib;era,telly
guess,
and at what cost I can but
bare his
tortured

Vale

Vale

friend whom
death
At least I
will tell,
I am '""I'dl"",
ihle
that
year ago,
Be

bears
the name

the
fa-

are pulbli;;hilng,
arrange
his name, because
name is a
inthe author is not here
for
had to
refrom his materials.

THE FOURTH
W.
Smith makes an interestand
attempt in
the Mechanism of ""I'v,v'"
Iished
E. P. Dutton &
the
of the fourth
of
to the
"I
sis, he
and that
of Consciousness-a
sienal one-besides his
after
In this vehicle he
,..",'cli,,,,. the nh'l'sical vehicle at death and
ternp,orllry absences from the
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SOME POWERS OF THOUGHT.
There is
more
than
the insistent
laid
the Theoteachers upon the power of
In the Secret Dotcrine we are
told that the reflection of the Divine
into
exist"law that the universe
is a
con-

upon all
Man is a minute
verse. He is an inc:ar:nal'ed
its Godhood.
vine consciousness
his, no
not make his
or
share, The injun,:tioll1
to "Know
himself knows also
and the powers
of God are his inalienable hl't"t:tP"I'.
The
and tremendous powers of
to

thinking des'polnde:ntl.y•. But
? What
is that
which
passes
to the
? Is tbere any
lation between Divine
that becomes the "law that the universe shall
exist" and the human
that
stamps
upon its own little
or
human
? Is it
sible that the human
is also
Divine
and
with creative
and that it misuses those
bec:auise it has not
reached
self-realization in the
brain
And if
is so
what means shall
reach such
It is a
tion that we can not afford to overlo(lk.
It
a
far more
or stock
human
the world with
sorrows,
but that
with an
potency
banish all
sorrows.
is our own
pel'so'nal
either in this life or in
some life
it that has
to us every misfortune that we
have ever known,
and
The man
a
The
exists
for
exists in
order that
consciousness that we call
ourselves as well as other states of the
One Consciousness that are below
become aware of
the human brain
and
and
refined in its texture so that it rna"
transmit the true
consciousness
instead of a
of that consciousness
selfishness. It
brain
our
become dhrinelv
instrument
done is thClUg'ht,
Thloug-ht. says even the materialistic
alters the texture of tht'
marsllaliing- its atoms into new
And the
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powers of which we are
a w-are, but that
be ours almost for
the
Professor Elmer Gates is
even
us that we
have
ourselves of
a fraction
consciousness that is our
Sir Oliver
bears tes,tinl0rly to the same effect.
words of
he tells
us that
man is
a
and that
of
show
themselves as
divine consciousness
di ps more and more into the brain that
has been priep,ired
to receive
it. It is no new
this of
and Gates
It is <\s
ancient as the eternal hills.
more
t han a
to the Theage
the race
men to train the brain
until it shall be able to respiritual consciousness or rather
rel:og:ni:ze that all consciousness is
when once
is weaned from
of selfishness,
How many
us realize that this
itual consciousness with all its un1thillkable
of wisdom and
IS
around us and within us
"nearer than
closer than
and
that it
to
itself
able to receive it be,callse
into the
brain relipcmdls
a
and if
is inevitable
should at last
brain should refuse to receive
of a kind to which it is
It
this
to selfish
that
we have to overcome. \Ve must establish a new
to "V' I Rual thc)U2:ht.
We must
the brain trllmsparerlt
stead of opaque to the
consciousness.
however small, does
one of
It must
thc
brain either to transmit the
consciousness or to
it, to receive the
or to
is no vague
COTI jel:tUlre nor
It is
part of a science
the mind
exact and
of the Divine
Wisdom
of Saviors and
have
to men
immeasurable
of time. It is a

of the one law of the universe that governs the leaf' that is driven
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THE COSMIC PICTURE-GALLERY.
(From "Nature's Finer Forces.")
We ;lre directed by our Guru in the
philosophy of the Tattvas to look into
vacant space toward the sky, when the
horizon is perfectly clear, and fix the
attention there with the utmost possible
strength.
We are told that after sufficient practice we shall see there a variety of pictures-the most beautiful landscapes, the
most gorgeous palaces of the world, and
men, women, and children in all the
varying aspects of life. How is such a
thing possible. What do we learn by
this practical lesson in the science of attention?
I think I have described in the essays
with !>ufficient explicitness the ocean of
Prana with the sun for its centre, and
have given a hint sufficiently suggestive
of the nature of the macrocosmic mental
and psychic atmo!>phere. It is of the
essential nature of these atmospheres
that every point therein forms a centre
of action and reaction for the whole
ocean. From what has been said already, it will be plain that each of these
atmospheres has a limit of its own. The
terrestrial atmosphere extends only to a
few miles, and the external boundary line
of this sphere must. it will be readily
understood, give it the appearance of an
orange, just like that of the earth. The
case is the same with the solar Prana.
and the higher atmospheres. To begin
with the terrestrial Prana, which has the
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measured limits of our atmosphere, every
little atom of our earth, and of the most
perfect organism, as well as the most
imperfect, makes a centre of action and
reaction for the tattvic currents of terrestrial Prana. The Prana has the capability of being thrown into the shape
of every organism, or, to use a different
expressions, the rays of Prana, as they
fall upon every organism are returned
from that organism according to the wellknown laws of reflection. These rays,
as is again well known. carry within
themselves the pictures of the objects
upon which they may have fallen. Bearing these within them. they go up to the
limit of the terrestrial Prana noted
above. It will be easy to conceive that
within the imaginary sphere which surrounds our terrestrial Prana. we have
now a magnified picture of our central
organism. Kot one organism only. but
all the smallest points; the most imperfect beginnings of organized life, as well
as the most perfect organisms-all are
pictured in this imaginary sphere. It is
a magnificent picture-gallery, all that is
seen (\r heard, touched. tasted. or smelt
on the face of this earth has a glorious
and magnified picture there. At the limit
of this terrestrial Prana the pictureforming tattvic rays exercise a double
function.
First they throw the sympathetic tattvic chords of the solar Prana into similar motion. That is to say, these pictures are now
,Iar
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step
itself.

whence in due course
step to the universal

and
are

upon themfrom the
reflected back to

centre.
It is these pic:tmres which the attentive
mind sees in
gaze into
seen in
caney, and it
us
and

tell
universal T " . . . .
a part in the universe.
these pic:tures which lead
discovery of the manifold constitution
man and the universe, and of those
not
powers of the mind
received
at the hands of
official science
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That these truths have found
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he seen from the fol"The Atma does not
one:
swifter than the mind: the
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it not as it is the foremost In motion.
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motion
at rest,
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I n the ahove
word
Matarishva that
translate "Recorder."
the word is translated
so far as I know. the word
has never
understood
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view. therefore, may be further
with adThe word
a
of the words
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which
hut which
means
dered
space,
substratum
tance. from the root ma, to measure.
second word of
breather.
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ocean of Praru
For all
001\of this ocean e"f"t"
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while every
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way that
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all our
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the books
Matarishva.
I must now notice these
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more in detail. The
of nhot')l1'lra·
us that under certain cOlnd:itiell1l'
visual
can be
on the
of
sensitive film. But how can
we account for the
of letters at
a distance
miles or more Such
to me a matter of
sonal

tion this
in it the various
dUCtiOll of these
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this incident the
1. The writer of the
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that I
card. and
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concerned me.
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news about
which that card contained.
3.
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above in which
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card. what
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the macrothence it bent
the destination of the
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at the same time. But my mind
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news it contained. It was,
on
was
my mind alone that any
were, as
made. The
fracted
and the
scribed

There
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heard
voice in
His sister.
hanet. and their
The lash of
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and
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my
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terror, this
fear that my soul had
bellue:atlled to my
while it,
rushed forward
the
and the assured
of a
heart that had never
. The
present to
it
It
the dim twili'rht
sented with
stinct of us
child and
in our travail of
of
some
to some one. outside of ourselves.
rush toward
their consciousness
the eternal
a

-and worse.
would be so man)'
more obstacles over which he would
have to climb as he went
for,
ward with his
task. But
listen. .
crept down the
The (\UlIl1Ii!:-rOOln door stood
could
his
brows. His
was clean :shaven-an
unheard-of
before breakfast. He
ate dp·"rlilv
motion
aunt asked
in a hollow
for 'another bite
that ham,
I fled on,
with bitterness.
she was
in that darkened.
sellulchral room. But as I drew near tl'
her side I was conscious of a
re'
interior retreat.
had
had been there before me.
with folded hand;
brows was an
a
statue, no more. Mother. -all that made
mother, had withdrawn itself. The haml
had
from the worn
I fled. This time down the
of the
across the
now
It looked to TIle a
But my need to be
than my fear. I
rocks. The
as I burrowed
In the after,

in every
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incoherthroat that
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mood I
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to. I unlilerstood.
present t ..
was hecome
mind with
shared a
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flood-tide
memorv.
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trace the
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with all
I
him comfort.
that
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to all sorts of
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hot. nauseous stuff. I was
able. .
"She was buried
the
The summer storm was shT:
fitful
The wet. bla,k
that fell on
fell al:-o in
head like
thunder. T
sick that next week. J
mother's nurse
dos..
beside me. that her hands were soft and
cool and
I convalesced witl:
the
Soon she was
her
and VebOl:ah
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since I could
and
were left alone.
"There was a round of
latesummer
The moon waned and
dark and
It waxeJ
those
the first

the 'Widow
with
cousin. Aunt
He was a
oldest
red-faced lad of 5evenleen. I can
say that I admired
but I
curious about him. Youth of
Three
removes them
apart. I would
' for I was
but
liked to
he would not
it. Which was, I
can see now,
as well for me.
"He was
in the CO'lnplany of
two
older than
was
his
the other a clerk in the
store. As winter came on
ioto their favor another
man.
a newcomer in town. He
at a
little house around the corner
from us, and what he did
never found out. It was
that the
into the habit
of an
"The
sister-in-law
lived there. I
to wonder about lhat
There was a mystery about it.
askew over
curtains
were

see
the woman who
there was as ornate as the furniture of her house. She
had the voice
a
she used
it as
"So far as
never
but the
Mrs.
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and
unwelcome
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circle:
had met at the widow's
I had been

delectable
'out
was alone
room when there
a knock
the door and a
turn of the handle. It was the
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ham\. She had come
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va,ciouslly she made her
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I was
silence that fell
those twenty
between
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listen. But the
and the food had made me
up the back stairs into
sound
I awoke it was dark, From
the drum that heated the
there
arose the sound of \Vidow Nelson's voice
that creain mild
ture wanted
her
her own
house she didn't know. And it was n
her husband's
lived to see this
"I heard the minister's wife in
ous answer: 'Well,
another unless
say
were sure as
but
didn't stand to
curtains and that
reason that
of
earnred
for
honest needle.'
was more in the same
I listened.
I
not
comments meant,
know what
know
whom
centered.
father to town
"Business
it
number of times. It was a
that was not
walking down the
with him
of shoes was to be
we met the 'other
found. to
father knew her.
'was
was
knew,
two herself. It
hard to be left alone in the world. a
woman. She didn't know what
if it weren't for
company. The
soul was there every
Tlll1nin;:r
out,
her
at the
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"It was very sirlglllar
It was on the
of
that knew better, that
Nelson
she
had and
never would
into that house. I supmy
fixed on her in surmy
She
of venom
and reo
'such a nice
down
with

IUll\;ilIH,

father
about the
needed shoes. I was sent home,
too. Not
about-face. and
I
Father and I were never
cOInpaniions. But the dismissal
a fashion that
and
me.
after that the ·otht·r
Mrs. Nelson' removed
from town.

me
he
away

ter.
fame on
for home. I could not
notion that mother
me. that the
but the tormentingdisturbed dream.

you
I
it meant to me to return
and find in the
had every
own room
to be, since she was father's wife'
that
creature who
been
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THE COSMIC PICTURE-GALLERY.
(From u:"Jature's Finer Forces.")
(Continued. )
It follows from this illustration that
in order to receive the pictorial rays of
the Praua we must havc a mind in a state
of sympathy, and not of antipathy; that
is to say, a mind free from all action or
intensc feeling for the time being is the
fitting receptacle for the pictorial representations of the cosmos, and so far a
correct knowledge of the past and the future. And if we have an intense desire
to know the thing, so much the better for
us. It is in this way that the spiritual
occultist reads the re.:ords of the past in
the book of nature, and it is on this
road that the beginner in this scienc(,
must walk according to the direction of
his Guru.
To return to our explanations. It
must be understood that everything in
every aspect that has been or is in being
on our planet has a legible record in the
book of nature, and the tattvic rays of
the Prana and the mind are constantly
bringing the outlines of these pictures
back to us. It is to a great extent due
to this that the past never leaves us, but
always lives within us, although many of
its most magnificent monuments have
been forever effaced from the surface of
our planet for the ordinary gaze. These
returning rays are always inclined to1i'ards the centre 1('hich originally gat'r
tit em birth. In the case of the mineral
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surroundings of terrestrial phenomena
these centres are preserved intact for
ages upon ages, and it is quite
for any sensitive mind, at any time, to
turn these rays towards itself by coming
into contact with any matel'ial remains
of historic phenomena. A stone unearthed at Pompeii is pictured as part of
the great event which destroyed the city,
and the rays of that picture are naturally
inclined towards that piece of stone. If
Mrs. Denton puts the stone to her forehead. a sympathetic and receptive condition is the only prerequisite for the
transference of the whole picture to her
mind. This sympathetic state of mind
may be natural to a person, or it may be
acquired, but as regards the term "natural" it may be mcntioned that what we
are in the habit of calling natural powers
are really acquircd. but they have heen
acquired in previous incarnations. Says
Shiva:
"There are some to whom Tattvas become known, when the mind is purified
by habituation. either by the acquired
rapidity of other births or by the kind·
ness of the Guru."
It seems that two pieces of granite.
same to all intents and purposes externally, may have an entirely different tattvic color, for the color of a thing depends
to a very great extent upon its tattvit'
surroundings. It is this occult color
which constitutes the real soul of things.
although the reader must {by this time
Digitized by

'-.:Ioog e
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will

once made
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Not
is
his external appearance
but the
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there is the
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is so
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the victim in their truest po:ssiible
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as to how these
pictor'ial re[lre:senitatiorls of a man's
ent go to
his future.
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at the outset remind the
reader of
was said above about the
color of
It
ill(lividtlalitv even to a

links of the same chain, and
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of the whole.
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a
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of
nature
out before
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of
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the scene. \\'e
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some brother man.
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to work with all
There we have the most
The liar is there
reflection which the th()ug:ht of
throws into the indiPrana there is the
man
words are there
the
wrong. And
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for worse whieh
in the viein fact of the
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consequent
causes and efis not there rel)reSeIlted.
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erty, the
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from
have seen that time and space and
all the
factors of a ph,cm)m'en()11
receive
an accurate
and. as I said
these tattvic rays
are united to the time that saw them
le:ivinf" their
on the
of our
in the course
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the "ic,t",-i"l
their
to the ealrth-1to
tables and
human
and this is
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thetic life, which
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themselves a 11tIman gross
womb of the mother. and then
the now somewhat different and differmaternal
start on their terrestime
the
its tattOOlstulre:s. and with it the gross
does
same.
In the case
the re-birth of the man
we saw
on the mountains, the
calm,
contented attitude of the
mind which he cultivated then has its influence
the
onCl'
more the man
nature and so
But now
murderer. He
nature
yearns
murder and
could not be restrained from
that

life
the victim is now
of his constitution' the
and
terror, and the
their
are there in
Oc'ca:;ioillally he feels as if the
his
veins.
cause,
yet he
to unaccountable fits of terror,
and hellple:ssbut
ness. His life is miserable;
it wanes away.
Be
THE
(
Yes, I could understand-in
least.
with one
of decent
blood in his veins could fail to see with
what
ironical cO:ITIp,let:eness The
Ancient
reared its
head
before the eves of
?
•
But Mr.
did 1I0t expect a
He
went d"·,,rlilv on with
terrible tale:
scant welcome for me.
were absorbed in their own affairs.
On
surface their interests
that
be
but I soon
were not
so. Between the
woman and her mtlla:tto maid there
some
of a
and it was directed
I came
mv father. It inclu(led
sinister account. hut
siderable factor.
"Deborah. our ('lei servant. had left in
It was
beneath her
to work in the same kitchen with
a colored woman. And I must say that.
color or not. the creature was e"xceedin manner. She
frame and sh.:
h".:ya,u·,l of face. She had
her
from
side to the other
remained motionless. It
was rather
the movement
that
about for
I could
wife
afraid of her while
time
courted her favor.
deal went on that I was not
that I
on
to
cared
or talked
about
the hours when father was in
the fields. But it
that fate orI should intrude time ancl
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Above
in my
one
instance stands
memory with
"It was around
in the
Some errand had taken
It had to do with a box
tools
father had left in the upper hall.
harefooted
I took
he
as c1imhed the
woman
in the habit of
afternoon nap, and woe hetide me
I
were unfortunate
to awaken her.
"The shutters were
the
unfocused eyes
house
and
was
as a
I stood
about for the
and
as
them
from the corner
the flutter of sOl1nethil1lg
past
sornethinlg that
op1cmng that was. I
the
knew, the doorcase
"In another moment
room,
the centre of
tion there
now I saw
mv
wife. Her head
bare-armed, hare-bosomed
shrouded
great !lquare of mCisquito
outstretched left hand
whose

shine
failed to
warm my
"The woman came to the
with her
hand done
in ba:nd:ag'cs.
She had burned it,
father, that afternoon in
favorite
can not
that the aforesaid daulghtlUts
011 the
forenoon

incidence
the
that

out that the hand had heen
rather
• It failed to heal
The
she endured from il
allowances, it must have
irritated her
bounds.
for
in the blackest
and her
itself on
me J so much as
in the room.
"Indeed from that
on the hous'!:'
full of menace. of ambushed.
It
nerves
a normal, rather
r
the house like
house I had to go. I
less. I used to start. broad
in the
Sometranslate the sound that
into the
of her

shoots
all their inwithin
and

"I

what
ges.
I
my
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torrid
ami
the

these ex))ressi()ns
concern were all
any one alive.
he- was
across
shadow
other
to me
between
"From a
heard his

of the field
me

,

make the
ward.
"The
cool.
odor of
Tather's
in a loose.
metallic
around
factured
mouthfuls
would have to take
instead of the
team, since

a
to me from
far-off
that shot past me
a livid streak. I
the
and
moved
world whereon I stood was also
as it had been an hour before. It was a
of nice calculation to avoid collision with the furniture.
"Once in the
I felt more normal.
her
I whistled
and
buckled between the
I drove
sat motionthe front
less. too weary to
ominous,
settled over the
hreath of
south

came
from
an instant. The
the woman's form.
llllbelie'lTinlg my senses.
"She wore a
silk coat that had
open from
mother's. It
the lavenunderneath I
der ruffles of
sheer colton
that
mother had been
when her illness
came upon her. I had watched her many
in her
chair
that
of
fashion.

and
develextraordi-
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a sick sense of my
shrank back
the
past me.

I
as she

"I
until
away.

was

of jaslmine.
one, and I
room. I
buried
ness. I
there. The
me to action.
were not safe with me
teet them from
cration of that wnrn",.,'"
I was insane for
took
them
down to the kitchen stove
and one
one I
burned
them.
"There
did I need one, for
the blue-white flare of continual
Not a
of rain had
far and the
flue,
vomited
the
chc)king smoke of
silks
wools. I made a th()r(J,ug:h
I was streaked with soot
with fever, yet I shook as with ague.
Cold murder was in me that hour.
"So
I
remember
the woman's
but I
have
recollection of
said.
was treasure, was bread and meat
to her. . . . She snatched up my willow
rod that stood in the corner and
laid on
shoulders. It
with
the second
and the
barbed
hook at its end
in her
I
aloud. She was
so ineffectual; she
in her wild rage.
It was
who stood as
with
Would
he not di'icil)lhle that insolent
would and
did, even
her telnp,or:u\'
A broken

for
welts
on a
"He finished. He
the
from him and stood-that
As for
very last
was tom from
sobs that
tried inall the force of
tormented,
heart to COTltn)!.
"The
us. I heard her
room above. She
intent on estiaama.ge done.
up!'
my father. I did not
have to be told twice. I rocked on
feet as I faced him. 'You s
in
barn
do you hear?
do
to burn the house
!'
an,,·thine- but that.
strengtltl, were
hu:miliation to me.

of
"He stared down at me.
awakened
memory in
startled and
the door
great sheet of lightllin:g
at that moment and in
as if
to do
at him. And as I
with cold
the
over his

is the 2ith
words

Butie
so it was
one year too late.
"r went to the barn. I made
a
in the loft and I fell
into
took

1oo
there from that time on. Ko reference
was ever made in my
to that
father's wife took to scurryaway from a room when I entered
it. The negress watched me
and I felt
I do not believe
my father ever looked me
in the face after that cruel
was sometimes
verse will to make him do so. I
succ,eedec:l, and I think there was that
eyes which
him of the
ever
in which
held him.
"But it was not about
th()UI?:ht;s settled.
had loathed his
before that dreadful
and
hated her. I
a
that opc?rated
mind
and

he,adllon,g from
upper wirulow
she
taken a sudden
even as another had been
to do not
fifteen months ago. I would see her
in the grass,
to die..
the wheel of mv
went around and around oil
that dr<:adful theme. I never heard her
sCI'eamilnll voice without
it were
nor her pa1dding
of a
animal
wilshimr that never
could
tht'ou/Zh the house.
father was bethe woman
in
and
do with
with a will that
she wished him to
tip and which
he refused to do. The n .. PT'''''' seemed
about in the
of the
house.
infested it, as with a
he had
Let
the
came a
Sadie one morning.
so she
cousin of
com:pan:¥ her.
was to me the end. I would not
one
under the roof that

sheltered him
same time.
"I was on
the first

my father's wife at tile
before
[

China. There I
was very ill with
after I shot lip like a
and was
thin as onc.
looked much
older
and for months I
lived a
existence.
faded into
and for this
since for months after
lip to the
that I
fever in the nOlll:'1iI1:lV
there had not been
not
in the
And it was
itself

towards the
Stich labor as has
all we know, Perof interown effort is no
That
each
us lies
too. Our
Universe
finds ful-

make
fortllnes and we call
them fate.-B. Disraeli,
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First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htlm,anity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern lit(:raltures,
dernOflstrate the im!>or1tan,ce of that
TI:1:ird--"l"o
the unc=xp,laililed laws of Nature and the spiritll1al
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RBLIGION HIGRD
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundaBrotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
res
for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their fellmv-t1nernb<ers the
which
in turn should show for the views of others.
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlgmatism and intolerance have
been
foes to hURl an
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOigmatism wherever
found
melnbers an unfilincbil1lg
coodemnation of vice in every
that tends to feed or propait.
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THE ADEPTS IN AMERICA Ii'J 1776.
By an Ex-Asiatic.
(Printed by H. P. Blavatsky in the
Theosophist, October, 1883.)
The following suggestions and statements are made entirely upon the personal rt!sponsibility of the writer, and
without the knowledge or consent-as
far as he knows-of the Adepts who are
in gencral terms therein referred to.
The reflecting mind is filled with astonishment upon reviewing the history
of the rise of the United States of North
America, when it perceives that dogmatic theology has no foundation in any
part of the Declaration of Independence
or Constitution for the structure which
it fain would raise and has so often
since tried to erect
and upon the
government. \Ve are astonished because
those documents were formulated and
that government established at a time
when dogmatism of one kind or another
had supreme sway. Although the Puritans and others had come to America
for religious freedom. they were still
very dogmatic and tenacious of their
own peculiar theories and creed; so that
if we found in this fundamental law
much about religious establishments we
would not be surprised. But in vain do
we look for it. in vain did the supporters
of the iron church attempt to lay the
needed cornerstone, and today America
rejoices at it, and has thereby found it
possible to grow with the marvelous
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growth that has
the wonder of Europe.
The nullification of
efforts made
hy bigotry in 1776 was due to the Adepts
who now look over and give the countenance of their great name to the Theosophical Society.
They oversaw the drafting of the
Declaration and the drawing of the Constitution, and that is why no foothold is
to be found for these blatant Christians
who desire to inject God into the Constitution.
In thc Declaration, from which freedom sprung, "Nature and Nature's God"
are referred to. In the second and third
paragraphs the Natural Rights of Man
are specified, such as Life, Liberty, and
the Pursuit of Happiness. The King is
spoken of as being unworthy to be "the
head of a Civilized nation," nothing being said as to whether he was the head,
or worthy to be, of a Christian one.
In appealing to their British brethren,
the Declaration says the appeal is "made
to their native justice and magnanimity."
All reference to religion and Christianity
or God's commands are left out. This
was for the very good reason that for
1700 years religion had battled against
progress, against justice, against magnanimity, against the rights of man. And
in the concluding sentence the signers
mutually pledge each other to its support,
ignoring all appeals to God.
In the Constitution of 1787 the pre'me
was
amble declares
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made for
for
tranand
the
and
Article VI says no
test
for office shall ever he
re(luircIJ, and the First Amendment proestablishment
or reexercise.

" which was
whose blaze burned
between
and
Sense" he was often

their means.
Further on he
says. "There are two distinct classes of
those
and those that holt into the mind of
own accord. I have
made it :l
to treat
visitors with
it is from them that I have
accluil'ed all the
that have,"
of
commence and
chance for freedom
the Brotherhood of
before
the hand of Thomas
who
knew could be trusted to stand
alone with the
truth
his hand
amidst others
in time that tried
men's
with fear-Ha vast
scene
itself in the affairs of
America.
result was the Declarathe
for
and
to
to these words and
that he saw this vast
this new order of
on the reverse side
States great seal is a Dvrarnid
whose capstone
removed
eye in a
over it dazzlling
Above it are the
while underneath are
"New Order of
eye a new

was

but
then

the beg:inn.ing
new order of ages.
has
been cut
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of love arc
and the
caused may
and
lovers
with ease be traced to causes such

of law. In the
Daniel Webster was Secretar'Y
a new seat was

as

Theoposses!siol1 of
base metal
such a
as the elixir
of 1i
OfC>llress of man
up
and
him
hovsteep
all
ered over Was!lingtlln. Jeffer'soin,
the other brave
who dared
to found a free government in the
which could he pure
the dross
cleared their
inpens. and left
the great
seal of this
nation
memorial
of their
IS83.
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And those who have sinned
their love for
love and will in return
with contempt for their
can be more miserable than to
denied even the
of love th,-m"tYh
fident

THE COSMIC PICTURE-GALLERY
(From "Xature's Finer Forces.

upon him in
it creates its surthe
influence.
the case of the adulterer.
upon the earth, he is attracted towards as many of the other
sex as he has
loved before. He
loves
and
love
meet with
a
soon a
a
appearance, which
course,
to

"l'"""i'ln be better un,derstoiod, illtellig,clil/
mo/ioll. Our book

"In the Svara are pictured,
the Vedas
the Svara the
in
Svara all the
Svara is Atma
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It is not necessary to enter more
into a discussion of this
prl:>blem; the
is sufficient. It
may,
be said that all formatioil
in progress on the face of our
the
influence
these ideas. The process is
similar
the process of wet
of
is
upon it. The idea of
is
soul.
Human souls
exist in this
of other
that
home of
in the manner
In the course of ages these ideas mak:::
their
in the
accordinR; to

death. Then the

EINSTEIN.
the New York
The many
to <;;AI"."LL

Bolton
inthe

Dr.
I:'rlincetc)n, wh"

Bolalmost unknown among
He on the staff of the BritPatent Office. It is
to
recall that Einstein at one time was
the Swiss Patent Office.
Mr. Bolton states the mechanical
of
and then the
or restrictive
of
which was
Professor
bert A.
discovered a method
of fixed stars. This
no
his own
svstem can an observer detect the unacmotion of his system," and.
"the measure of the
vacuo is unaffected
relative motion between the .observer and
l'cll1a:ins in blis"
of the
still and

follows

Brahmic

of
first is expl,lllleu
illustration of
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has
adl] a,ce:nt one is
for
or the
of some
he knows to be fixed. And the second
is likened to waves in
started
which move of their own ve"So waves 111
says the
essayist. "travel
a
hparinp' no relation to that of the
them.
The first deduction from
Hon of the laws of relativity,
is that
the absolute
tributed to
selves
the

"He will
he walks about on
that he himself and all the
the
on
whatever their constitution
or state, are acted upon
a force
rected away from a certain
upon
it, and
with the distance
is acl:ually
from that
the centre of
server does not
The
on the
the
tational field.
force
we know it,
rected

'continUllm,' and
Ol:"lrlirl:'lI:"V three-dimensional space has
aplprclpriately called an 'event.'"
not possess the reqiuis,ite
faculties to form a mental
"clmtimlUl1:1," Mr. Bolton says, but the
sYlnbols of a mathematician enable bim
to extract the relative
from
it and to
form for
exact treatment.
difficult to form
a
law to
all observers whose
at differ,ent

serve as

"Let tiS note the expe'rienc1es of an observer on a
which is isolated 50 that the
has no direct
means of
the rotation. He
thE:rctfore, refer all the occurrences
disk to a frame of reference fixed
to it and
of its

this
a spberic:al unidetterlmilled the size of
the universe it would be
to calculate the
of mass that compose it.
The Einstein
the finiteness
of the universe
upon the
belief that a
field
be
interrlrelted as a curvature of space,
said: in other words. that
curve back upon itself. If
that there is a uniform
tribution or average
of matter.
the result would be a
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for an illustration of what is meant
a four-dimensional and finite universe.
"If you
conceive of
sional creature
on a
able to move out of that
conceive of a creature
the Euclidian
"He
meaSl:lritlll!: rods for
.. r";";,,,,, distanlce,
and it would seem to him that
infinite on his
for he can
rods end to
"Now
him
a
He would
be
to conceive of the world
but in
in an
a
would move
in a curve.
to
would describe
circle. His little rods would
useful to
for the world has finite
surfaces
can be
little
The
that a world of

is
very
such as the sun have
on the
in

a lake.
unlimited
of matter must
such a world could not he
filled all over with matter; the amount
of matter must be finite in infinite
If
on the other hand.
distributed it must be
curve,1 because
the
which Einstein cOlntc:ndls
to the curvature of space.
way he arrives at the conclusion
the universe
and finite and.
therefore. measurable
the
distribution
matter."
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J.
lethe to me.

Once
her pe:stilent,

III

into
from
water that
and into
be drawn to
the

;;Pl-Ilr';hr

maws I
shoot tlP'wal'd
surface
"Because I had
first hand.
of the moral
one woman and two men-and those
my father and my cousin-life and the
natural
of life had become
to me. I loathed it
loa,thing that was in itself a
how could

and convulsed
it with calm,
their busincss.
hThe element of fatalism that
colors all Oriental
faSicirlatiing to
and its influence
the
certain
to

that wholesome corrective
it
for I was more than
inclined to
life with
rarlkliing bitterness.
I turned
it had met me with
I had to
wrestle with it as with a
It
for me to
about me men
suffered a th()Il5,and
Out
common del:er:lcv
over
for
had not
trust, but had
memory of
weak and

111-

showed itof a considerable veneer of
words to the contrary and actions that
were
still.
"But it seemed that the 'heaUlleu' neither avoided nor
overmuch
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and other Eastern
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the
.. of that
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laws of Nature and the spiritual
powers latent in man.
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is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to
fOlmd
otall
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restric:ticln is
on its members save that of
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Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
resiponsible for the
of its
who
have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the H:::;.UO::;';L
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolleration
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOIg;matism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOIg;matism wherever
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condemnation of vice
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ON THE GOOD. OR THE ONE.
(By Plotinus.)
All beings are beings through the one,
both such as are primarily beings, and
such as in any respect whatever are said
to be classed in the order of beines.
For what would they be, if they were
not one? For if deprived of unity, they
are no longer what they were said to be.
For neither would an army, or a choir,
exist [as such], unless each of them was
one. Nor would a herd exist, if it were
not one. But neither would a house or a
ship have an existence, unless they possess tile one .. since a house is one thing
and also a ship, which one if they lose,
the hO:.lse will 110 longer be a house, nor
the ship a ship. Continued magnitudes,
therefore, linless the olle is present with
them, will not have an existence. Hence,
when they are divided, so far as they
lose the Olle, they change their existence. The bodies, also, of plants and
animals, each of which is one, if they fly
from the one, in consequence of being
broken into' multitude, lose the essence"
which they before possessed, no longer
being that which they were, but becoming instead of it other things, and continuing to be these so long as they are
one. Health. likewise, then has a subsistence, when the body is congregate..1
into one [i. e., when it possesses symmetry], and beauty then flourishes when
the nature of the one confines t!le parts
of the body. Virtue also exists in the
soul when the soul tends to unity, and is
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united in one concord. Since, therefore, the soul conducts all things to one,
by fabricating, fashioning, forming, and
co-arranging them, is it necessary to assert when we have arrived as far as to
soul. that she supplies the one, and that
she is the aile itselfr Or must we not say
that as when she imparts other things to
bodies, such as morphe and form, it is
not herself which she imparts, but things
different from herself, thus also it is
requisite to think if she imparts the one,
that she imparts it as something different from herself; and that looking to
the aile, she causes each of her productions to be one, in the same ma'nner as
looking to man, she fabricates man, assuming together with man the one contained in man. For of the things which
are denominated one. each is in such a
manner one as is the being which it possesses. So that things which are in a
less degree beings, possess in a less degree the one; but those that have more
of entity have also more of the aile.
Moreover, soul being different from the
aile, possesses more of it in proportion as
it is more truly soul, yet is not the one
itself. For soul is one, and in a certain
respect the aile which it possesses is an
accident. And these are two things, soul
and one, in the same manner as body and
one. That indeed which is decrete multitude, as a choir, is more remote from
the Olle, but that which is continuous is
nearer to it. But soul which has more
alliance with, participa es J110 e Chun-
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of the Ollt?
because
not exist unless it is one, it
should be
that
OtiC
the same,
that other

man is one
another; since the forbut the latter impalrtil)le.
which ranks as a
in

For each
and is a comthose
consists have a

in-

same
itself.
lective and
fold and not
the 011£'.
different from
to that which
soul
have no
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III. What then will the one be and
what nature will possess Or may we
not
that is not
all wr.nc1l",r'fnL
should not
easy to tell what
neither is
easy to tell what
or what form is. But our knowleclge
fixed in forms. When. howe'ver
directs
attention to that which is
then
unable to comprerend that which is not
and as it
were
with forms
a former
of a
it falls from the apit.
afrand it will pos[l1(lthiing from the
wearv in enlje,lvc,rs
it
'descends from the
from all

b<:holldinlg that
theretlore. he
to the survey of a
that there
or
or bulk
has not intellect for
vision; because intelto
but such an
energy of sense, and of
follO\vinlg sense, but in order to pel:ceive
necessary to
a declaration of what

it
not
possesses that which
telcallse it is not different from that
which it
At the
same time it is
that he
act in this m,mner, who intends
about the Olle.
that which
and we direct out attention
of all
to the
Erst, we
not to
from the natures which are about the
first
nor
from them
the
last
but
to such
as are
elevate fl,,!'sp'h,,-.
from
have an ultimate
subsistence. The
likewise. should
purpose be liberated from all
conlse(luence of
to the

ascends.to the
intellect. and
he should commit
soul to. and estahlish it in intellect. in
order, that what intellect sees. his soul
It,.. <"'11 "I". and may
intelJ,cct survey
nile; not
one of the genses. nor 1'C'('C'i',inl"
from them. hut with a
and with the summit

time su'hsisting
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it. And at one time.
we draw
near to
but at another time
from
it,
our doubts about it.
Be
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The vast Concert
was crowded.
week before the date
the lecture I
had ransacked Vienna
a ticket to
Professor Einstein's lecture on the
and
the lecture
the
Concert
Cali>acity of
neicould
me a
In the
I
the courtesy of an
Co'mlllision--a box seat close to the
so that I could watch the am1ielrlce
at first and then hear the lecturer without
The
remarks of the
He seemed
were a
deliver them with an indifference
d
with his
of contempt for his
as he advanced into the
himself
the
terest in
were aware, to our
of a
for
to ul1(ler!ltal1ld
following him throue·h
cades, and masters
our
We

''''hat is your
l1omena?
two knocks.
different moments.
delivered on the same
Is this
true
You are aware. of course.
rocm.
it is on the
hecause
own

then because the world is
round the sun, and then because the
solar system is itself
space. It was therefore wrong to have
said that two knocks were delivered on
the same spot at two different times.
The sameness of the
relative to the room in
we were
And if we wanted the spot to
same in an absolute sense we
have to annihilate the sense of timethat
the two knocks would have to
take

illusion of
comes over us.
understand the proeven before he
He continues:
"The
two events is
relative. For instance. SUI)po,sin:g
two
two flashes

of
at
for the very earth is not
motkm with the earth ne,cessar'ily
of
You
one
and
other. and
faster towards you and the
Hence
you saw
talleoiu"ly did not occur sinlultarleo,us'ly
almost delirious with
The

bodies
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were fixed on the
and thereare moved
space with you.
tot even then. For all three bodies are
hen
space. You are
l ware that
moves with a certain
ixed
What that vplnritv
llive to?
the ether.
:rom a lumino'Us
in all
not
that

have
the observer
luminous
is therefore m"vina
tion as
in
moves
than the
direction.

cumstances, when two rays
strike the observer silnultane,()utsly, it
imlpoS,sib,le to say that
set out simul-

"It is therefore
to establish
of events. And simiand in consequence, it is
to establish a measure of time.
clock
space in the same
direction as
a different measure of time
to the
relation of the line
and
the observer to
line of
from
the clock
the observer, and
the veof their common motion to the abof
"
We went
in a
dream. In the vast
where
after concerts there is bedlam and
demonium when the
comes
its
there was silence. In
and
the
crowds waited for
clothes. And
we went forth
streets
of Vienna like
the earth
was not under our
and the sense of
time and
had been taken from us'
and like
and
stractions we remained immclvable and
in a void which had not
even m,etgflihlde or duration .
till the
tram came out of the Ilcant and without
conviction we offered the conductor
three kronen.
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I would have been dull indeed had I
failed to see that as
narrative unfolded itself the sequences of time were
become non-existent to him. The indelible
of those sombre and disin China were not reconsciousness as so many
a road that he had once
tnlveled and down which he now turned
in
That which was
which was in the
a"'th"",,,,,1
and

sce that under any cir-
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in a circle of a continuous consciousness.
To use his own
he was
too much." But I believe
that it would be
better to say that
he was not so much
or
in the usual memory-senSI!
of the terms, as
his
strange and forlorn existence.
It
said that at
moment of our
when imminent death threatens
every event of our
every
th()ug:ht,
deed, is
us

truth. I

went
as
done
but
indivisible and
It
be that sOInethirlg
us, a per'malnel;lt p':lsS,eSS;lon,
much
m,·"t,,,riOl'"
of human
the lot of the
thcr

yet a
way from
a permanent hold on any other.
For his conviction that he was to
blame for the present
I had at
that time no
whatsoever. The
idea was
horrible. It mace
existence an unbearable
for wh(,
is there of us who has not, at some
time or
if not
a tellow'-llU'malrl_
And here was a man
saddle himself with the direct
his vnlc
for an act committed
in a somnambulistic
and for no
other reason than that it
a
resemblance to
that
and which,
him
nhl"}rtive outcome
turn.
too well-founded
itself in the
drama common to childhood.
there were elements present
which are not common
elements of :l
nature, I could \vell allow.
had to grant it. for Mr. C.
outstal1idilllg characteristic was a will of
/"ytr::lor,rlirmrv
'I"""'," driver:
of
But that the
had been

voice went
the brief interlude
to-with the
insistence
reach('s the e:if
in our own
the Jives of those about us
of whose book is,
often more
to us than i,
. do we
evidences of the
w()rk;in,g- of some such law as he posta,
as with the civil code,
law makes nn
igrlOrance. For our
omission we
dearest pay
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hour.
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mater'ialllliclUI:rs went I
that first
year, well

small
with one of the re!Jrc'sellta:thres
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nOlmiIlaI:!v under control of the Chidealt in ores,

two
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action.
and then
grave lest
ment.
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truded on me,
banished them
of that

the
Be
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neither
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of an Universal Brotherhood of Htun;U1ity,
caste, or color.
and other Eastern
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powers latent in man.
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with no creed or
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its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH.
ranks and
in its works are to
found prclfe!ISol:S of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundaIcit>Ie--lrni'lfersal Brotherhood. Nor is as
to be held
of its
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LAWS OF EVIDENCE.
Definition of the laws of evidence for
the supernormal is not a simple matter.
The test of truth which is applicable to
those departments of science dealing with
inorganic nature, such as physics and
chemistry, is not applicable here. This
test is that of repetition and Dr. George
E. Wright, who lays this rule down,
notes the scope of its application-which
is often overlooked. Thus, if a proposition is set forth that, given certain conditions or processes, certain results follow-this proportion can be proved or
disproved by simple repetition ("Practical Views on Psychic Phenomena," by
George E. Wright. 1\' ew York: Harcourt, Brace & Howe) :
If a chemist states that, by applying certain reagents to certain substances and following certain procedure in the application of
heat, pressure, and so forth, he gds a certain
result, it is at once possible for any other
qualified chemist to verify or disprove his
conclusions by repeating the experiment any
number of times.
In inorganic science, then. the test of repetition can be applied just as often as it is
possible to obtain the same materials and condi tions, the necessary apparatus, and the
services of a competent experimenter. This,
generall)', means that the test can be applied
at will.

Now, the evidence for facts of the socalled "psychic" will certainly not sustain the test of repetition. One reason
alone, among others. is sufficient to account for this. Weare never in a position to assure identical conditions. Conditions may be approximately equal in
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many cases. but we are never able definitely to assure that they will be so. Are
we, therefore, to say that the evidence
for supernormal facts or psychic phenomena or whatever we are to call them
is not amenable to scientific analysis,
that it is even too uncertain and fickle to
be worthy of scientific consideration?
Dr. vVright answer his own question by
saying: snrely not:
When we pass to those departments of
science which deal with organic nature we
find that the criterion of repetition can, by no
means, be rigidly applied. In biology the
conditions of experiment are, to a greater or a
less degree, uncontrollable. Theories and hvpotheses are built up, not on the
results of repetition under identical conditions, but on the average results of experiments and observations where both the conditions of the experiment and the material
(vital organisms) experimented upon, are, to
a greater or less extent (hut always to some
extent) uncontrollable.

The evidence for supernormal facts is
cumulative. not repetitive. The analogy
to be adopted is that of the fagot of
sticks. How is the evidence to be obtained?
To answer this question it is necessary to
emphasize an important distinction between
inquiry in this subject and inquiry in most departments of natural science. In the latter,
reading and experiment proceed side by sidethe lecture-room is but an annex to the laboratory. Practical personal experience is rightly
considered essential. Generally speaking, experiment in inorganic science is always instructive and never, finally, misleading. The
experimenter is dealing with phenomena which
are invariahl)' referable to the fundamental
dimensions of space, mass, and' . e
he
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PSYCHIC STRUCTURES.
(From the Quest.)
This is from a rigidly scientific point
of view one of the most important contributions to the study of physical or
psycho-physical mediumistic phenomena
which have yet appeared. It completes
the trilogy of the latc Dr. Crawford's
methodical, ingeniously controlled, and
minutely recorded observations of the
powerful manifestations, chiefly of percussive and levitational phenomena, obtained in the private circle of the Goligher family of Belfast, mainly through
the exceptional mediumistic endowment
of one of the daughters, Miss Kathleen.
The patient and unwearied enthusiasm
displayed week after week, month after
month, and year after year, in the grad·
ual certification of every step forward,
displayed by all concerned-investigator,
medium, sitters, and last but not least
"operators"-is beyond praise. The
whole constitutes one of the most valuable, in some respects perhaps the most
valuable, body of evidence yet brought
before the public. It is difficult to see
how any open-minded reader can fail to
be deeply impressed by the facts which
have pussed the severe tests of observation applied to them by Dr. Crawford.
In this third volume the long years of
patient testing of the obscurer stages of
the phenomena have been crowned with
complete success. Gradually, stage by
stage, the mystery of the at first invisible
link hetween the medium and the com·
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pletely visible and audible phenomena
has been laid bare, and the camera has
revealed for all to see the psycho-physical
structures whereby the levitation of the
table and the rest of the phenomena were
mediately brought about. By a long
series of elaborate and ingeniously devised physical tests it has been proved
that the material basis of the structures
is a
or plasm which issues
from the body of the medium, ultimately
in this case mainly from the lower portion of the trunk of the body. It issues
and returns, and in its return
on the clothes and skin particles of
teriaJ.--<:lay, staining matter, etc.-it has
been in contact with in carrying out the
experiments devised by the instigator
and achieved by the "operators." For if
must be clearly understood that all this
is done throughout by intelligent invisible cooperation. Of this most important factor Dr. Crawford says little. He
states that the psychological
side of the problem is beyond his competence: he is dealing purely with the
physical facts. These latter entirely confirm the basic similar phenomena recorded in the elaborate volumes of Dr.
Schrenck-Notzing and Dr. Geley, who
have so carefullv examined the mediumism of "Eva C," Telekinetic phenomena
and those of so-called materialization, or
more simply solidification, are operated
by means of a fluid substance of protean
possihilitics which emanates from the
hody (If the medium. It n ay Tal'! in its
Digitized by
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FAIRY PHOTOGRAPHS.
(From the London Times.)
So much has been heard of the Yorkshire fairies, and so little has been see:!
of them. that it was not surprising that
the display of their portraits in a haIl in
London should draw an eager and even
an excited audience. The pictures of
the "little people" were shown yesterday with the aid of a magic lanternsurelv in this case an instrument well
namid-in the hall of the Theosophical
Society at" 153 Brompton Road. S.W.3.
Mr. E. L. Gardner, himself a firm believer, after long investigation, in the
reality of fairies and in the genuinenes3
of these photographs of them, gave a
short lecture while the pictures were
shown. In the spring an attempt is to
be made to film the fairies and so establish. once and forever. the hard fact of
their existence and visibility. The first
photographs shown were taken in 1917.
and Mr. Gardner said that the fatherMr. Carpenter--of the children who saw
the fairies and photographed them was
so astonished, when developing the
plates. by what he saw on them that he
left them in the dark room for eighteen
months. But yesterday a large audience
was able to share in his astonishment.
They saw a picture of a gnome hopping
on to the knee of a young girl who was
sitting on the grass in a Yorkshire dell.
The child told Mr. Gardner that the
gnome wore black tights and a red
jacket; he also had a sacrlet cap and had
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wings like a moth's, In his left hand he
carried a pair of Pan's pipes. All this
was shown clearly enough on the screen;
and a photograph of the winged gnome
many times enlarged from the original
was also exhibited. Inquirers had wanted
to know the source and texture of fairy
clothing, The lecturer said it was of the
substance of themselves.
Later on, one saw a ring of fairies
gamboling on a grassy bank where one
of the children knelt to watch them.
One incredulous spectator dug into his
memory and recalled such a band dancing on a poster round a night light. Another fairy, photographed alone, had excellently bobbed hair and wore a dark
gown of stylish cut.
In a further picture there was shown
a band of "little people" playing among
flowers. This was a photograph taken
last August especially for Mr. Gardner.
One of the fairies was half hidden in a
cocoon, which the lecturer explained was
a sort of health-giving bath used by them
after bad weather. \Vitnesses in Scotland, and the 1\ew Forest had testified to
seeing the same sight. Mr. Gardner dec1areel that the plates from which the
slides were made had heen submitted to
every test to detect fraud. None had
been discovered.
But what are fairies? The actual clear
perception of them is claimed to be possible only to people with clairvoyant
sight. They can be photographed only
if they become, with clairvo
aid, parDigitized by
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE FAIRIES.
(From the New York Herald.)
At the hall of the Theosophical Society, London, pictures which, it was
asserted, had been made from photographs taken of fairies in Yorkshire
were shown upon a screen and were
explained with considerable detail by a
lecturer, E. L. Gardner, who expressed
a firm belief in the reality of fairies and
the genuineness of the photographs_
That there were fairies in Yorkshire and
that they had been frequently seen playing In dells among wild flowers, a traditional background for fairies of legend
and story, was well known, according to
the London Times, and it was not surprising that the display of their portraits
should draw an eager and excited audience.
Just why these little people in their
red jackets, black tights, and scarlet caps
fell at this late day into the trap set for
them by grown-up humans and permitted
themselves to be photographed is not
definitely told. Everybody knows that
fairies have played all sorts of tricks on
Irish peasants and have handed them
good fortune or bad from the very beginning of time. Andersen has told us
their strange doings in Scandinavian
countries and the Grimm brothers have
shown up the pranks they played in the
Black Forest of Germany, and writers
of other European countries have told
how they fell in love with and marrierl
mortals, stole pretty girls or boys hy
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luring them into a fairy dance or carried away the baby of a prince or a
noble and substituted one of their own.
But this does not include a mite of
what these little rascals have done. They
began their pranks with the ancient
Egyptians and Greeks, they had a place
in the homes of the ancient Celts and
Teutons, they have always been meddling
with human affairs in China and Japan,
and they have crossed to the South Sea
Islands to plague the poor Polynesians.
Despite these long years, nobody had
ever before taken a photograph of them
or given us a satisfactory picture of
them. All children, of course, have seen
fairies, any number of them, but grownups would never accept as final their
stories of just how these little people
looked.
One of the pictures at the Theosophical Society's exhibit show a gnome
hopping on the knee of a young girl who
was sitting in the grass; the child said
the little creature wore black tights and
a red jacket, had wings like a moth, and
carried Pan's pipes in his left hand. A
photog-raph of the gnome many times en·
larged was also shown. In one picture a
fairy was half hidden in a cocoon taking
a bath, and in another a ring of fairies
was shown gamboling on a grassy bank
where a child knelt to watch them.
Mr. Gardner said that the plates had
heen submitted to every test to detect
fraud, hut none had been discovered.
He declared that any one,wi had irDigitized by U
L
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UARTEMIDORUS, FAREWELL."
(Inscribed on a mummy case in the British
Museum.)
Artemidorus,
shall touch.
No more, no more
dear
hands in
Nor
hands--those
gentle eyes-ah ! shall we never gaze
?
Artelni<lorus, dearest, dearest one,
leave me not.
All the sweet hours that by the Nile we sat
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we first met at the sacred tank
Deep in the garden grounds of Arsalph,es,
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,all the air with scent,
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overheadThe
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A thousand times, and all thy quips
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Leave me, 0 leave me not.
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outer mummy case,
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Throwing my arms around lifeless shell.
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And ill a
years stray folk will come
And ask, U\Vho was Artemidorus
?"
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And I shall be a little dust, too, then • .
And whether lord Osiris, the good God,
Will hold our twin souls
in his hand
thousand years through interllatal
Of bird or beast or serpent, in reserve
For that new day
has
to dawn
Or whether He, too,
to dust
F
and forgotten of
I
not. . . .
Of all the words we said in
or earnest,
And
we vowed, and solemn troth
And

the multitudinous chatter
tales

that we got through, like two
streams
babble for mere gladness down the lands,
Artemidorus dear,
Dearest of all things either in earth or heaven,
For the long silence but
word remains,
Remains but this-"Farewell."
-Edward Calrpenler.
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OCCuLT ARTS.
(W. Q. Judge in the Path.)
The foIlowing is extracted from H. P.
B.'s first book, and is printed with the
belief that it will be useful as well as
interesting. She gives some fundamental
Oriental propositions relating to occult
arts, thus:
1. There is no miracle. Everything
that happens is the result of law-eternal, immutable, ever-active. Apparent
miracle is but the operation of forces antagonistic to what Dr. W. B. Carpenter,
F. R. S.-a man of great learning
but little knowledge-calls "the well ascertained laws of nature." Like many of
his class, Dr. Carpenter ignores the fact
that there may be laws once ''known,''
now unknown, to science.
2. Nature is triune: there is a visible
objective nature; an invisible, indwelling,
energizing nature, the exact model of
the other and its vital principle; and
above these two is spirit, the source of
all forces, alone eternal and indestructible. The lower two constantly change;
the higher third does not.
3. Man is also triune: he has his objective physical body; his yitalizing astral body (or soul), the real man; and
these two are brooded over and illuminated by the third-the sovereign, the
immortal spirit. When the real man succeeds in merging himself with the latter,
he becomes an immortal entity.
4. Magic, as a science, is the knowledge of these principles, and the way by
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which the omniscience and omnipotence
of the spirit and its control over nature's
forces may be acquired by the individual
while still in the body. Magic, as an art,
is the application of this knowledge in
practice.
5. Arcane knowledge misapplied is
sorcery; beneficently used, true magic or
wisdom.
6. Mediumship is the opposite of
Adeptship; the medium is the passive instrument of foreign influences, the Adept
actively controls himself and all inferior
potencies.
7. All things that ever were, that are,
or that will be, having their record upon
the astral light, or tablet of the unseen
universe, the initiated Adept, by using
the vision of his own spirit, can know
all that has been known or can be known.
8. Races of men differ in spiritual
gifts as in color, stature, or any other
external quality; among some people
seership naturally prevails, among others
mediumship. Some are addicted to sorcery, and transmit its secret rules of
practice from generation to generation,
with a range of psychical phenomena,
more or less wide, as the result.
9. One phase of magical skill is the
voluntary and conscious withdrawal of
the inner man (astral form) from the
outer man (physical body). In the cases
of some mediums withdrawal occurs, but
is unconscious and involuntary. With
the latter the body is more or less cataleptic at such times; but with the Adept
Digitized by
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the soul
occurs.
we ellCOuntc.
in
condition of life such
corpses.
among

to
sensual
may
brief season
this expelfient.
10. The cornerstone of
intimate pr;act:iccll kno'wlf!dl1'e
and f'1f'/':tridl'v
qlualities,
and potencies.
is
and upon the animal kitlgliorn
man. There are occult
other minerals
that in the
must
pnlctiitio,ne'rs of
which so-called exact science is
Plants also have like m"·",ti,,,..,,1
in a most wonderful
the secrets of the herbs of
and enchantments are
lost to
ropean
useless to say
unknown to
except in a
marked instances such as
Yet the
even these few upon
human
are
evidences of a
mental disorder.
sum up all in a few words:
wisdom nature the m'lte,ri.l1
and servant of the magil:ian.
One common vital
an
and this is
the
human will. The
can
sti:m\lliaite the movements of the natural
and animals in a n ..'.... .._
Such
..n ... j'im,,, of nature.
conditions of intenser vital

3 contain and inclassification. In
scheme.

near its own

and
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As a rule

ROGER BACON-OCCULTIST.
The first
discovered to the
the
which
Bacon knew of the
microand scientific facts
supto have been unknown until cenwas
before the ColPhila-

W.M.
owner of the
Bacon
in which the
the code was found; Professor Romaine
Newbold of the
of
who is
on
Professor C. E.
Professor Newbold.
present
is
at the extent
disc01reries, said ProfeslIor Ne'wllol':l,
for the art of ""<>1Ii",,,, the
in its
stages
it
that
"The
visions," he
the
animal
and
The common
nrlob,lblv Bacon's interest in
human life,
"Plants are discussed because of their
medicinal
the stars because
determine a man's character at
influence him thr'ough,out
errlbryoJlogy because of the
all factors influenciing
the
the second section, the
late Professor Eric Doolittle asserted.
was
dr:lwiinlT of a nebula and he declared the man who drew it must have
had a
The
attached to
this
says the
was seen in
a concave mirror. and
its location
in the
The
is that of the
Andromeda.
"This is the first record of the use of
the tele:scop.e.
"The embflfOI'l)gical section contains

are

"But there are dr:lwinlr.; which so accUlrately portray the
of certhat it
to resist
that Bacon had seen them
It is
that
the
reveal
in the
have
but
seems obvious. Such are
and the
the
indithe ova with their
cated."
IiMMORTALITY,
To
NEW YORK
from the meagre reports
Einstein's lectures on relativilty
to see that the most
elusion to be drawn
that matter and
ferent
for the same
conclusion seems
me to have
beimmediate interest for
cause of
on the
the

To an old-fashioned chemist the
of an aura around the
doesn't sound
It
way atoms and
as
he;n in the habit of
behave.
do not find
with these records of
aUfa in
so far as these
the other hand.
the
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subatomic
which we
there

are
Whether

offer reasons for believiruz

of
Suzanne
one of
Gautier's most intimate friends; in fact Suzanne inherited under
will the
historic
Gautier
wherein the immortal
once
Last
Year's eve Suzanne decided
to
in this bed for the first
and
as she relates the
she
awakened
of
her in
measured lines.
pronature, Suzanne reached
a
which was on a table
The
continued to
dieverses, for
a month.
to fiJI volume of more than 300
pages, and then
Suzanne Sundel to arrange
the government
and
rake in
As Suzanne insists that
vision she could not
poetry the
aroused and
Her friends are now advisher to refuse to pay
sale of the
sUil:ge:stirlg
eternal author
while the tJulblis:helfs
whether
ance and
lions.
A KEY TO THE UNDERST ANDIKG
OF THE MYSTICS.
"The Porch.
advisable to include in this
....." from Ancient \Visdom
to some
to
that wisdom luminous to
as
vet have not
the m}'stieal
view. The present volume is an at·
to do
and
so much
tmJd,,..,, have
as the
have written it.
""'.·...ptlti...'n of this
w .. itir,v,", must remain obscure and
and even
beof view of writer and
even to reversal.
un'derstandiing
s on
I mean
to a man to
be
or
is
at cross
mean the

of

French
are
cited
week over the
new volume of verse
Gautier, niece of Ttlee,ph.i1e
Prior to 1917 the announcement would
not have caused a stir in the
world. but
that
tier died-and
The new volume is
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of one order of life for a
and my friend means
it "ceasto
" we shall be at similar cross
purposes. To him it will be a
to be
dreaded and avoided at all costs: to me
it will be
the rrHll,.",.V
To know the
of view
does not
It deor a cerno one can
till he
either sucThere are
who are
be"0:1';11'1;1,

Proverhs VIII
is said to be
in the world.
is not so much a
of
op,iniOfils as a certain attitude of the mind
towards truth. To know the opiini()ns
and not

we
and
are, but very
Science
know verv little
cor:npa:ratively
of the"
that we are
more and more
time-shall
to
them all. But
the
of view differs from
that it believes that
the
there is an
different order of
from those into which science inwhich
can
no re-agent

affect and that
of which this is
true are far more
than the
whole sum of
of which it is not.
Where science talks about external
as
fall
back on an extension of the term, and
talk about the "Transcendent Fact."
That
the "Fact" behind
other
"facts" out of which all others arise
and have their
and in the power
of which
in contrast
to what
In a

"

are delusil[lns
of reason
will ever
shake the
of the man of
science in this-that where he sees noththere is
to be seen.
ment is
worse
useless.
both fields.
can
to differ. The
of science,
his own. finds such agree; and
the
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childl1l00cl, should possess a limited vision
than that he should be able to conceive
of
what the
Power
which made
could conceive and
that some should see
create: more
less than
than that some should set
more than
Less than all is
but more than all is
inconceivable.
of the
of
the
of
strict
to
the
of that
In a
world of one dimension the
would be
unable to see
but
in the
line of
one
and
Notbing I llee, yet all there
I see,
see them as
And
limits
to the visible. I leave
to the
and
there
reader to determine whether the
"existence" which in
exit to
of the materialist who
that world as x square exceeds x.
has
to enter
be- all this fulness of content would be in·
the
if he
tried visible to
of the one·dimensional
beforehand that he would not world. So
a two-dimensional world:
of
than that the
the
of a world
of thousands
tried and of three dimensions
exceed the
succeeded.
assurance world of two dimensions as x cube exmust
be
To
this gr:aplhic:all:y:
if x
for a thoiUs:;md
visible to a world of three dimen·
sions there would be one million visible
to a world of two, and nine hundred and
mrlet1{-nme million
invisible to the
of two. Now
science
assures us that there is no reason
dimensions should be limited to three,
the number
to us
in
this
!:aid

tic's
more
than the latter resents
Yet do not let it be
that the
does not base the conclusions to
he comes on reason. What reason
man possesses
on
nature of his
nal and internal faculties
These
fix the
of his reason. The
the wider is
so that cOllsicler;aticlns which
at all with the man of small
with the man of
1-I"",I,>t'c rruun"L with

th

dimension.
also
there are
vibrations which our eye now can
not see; and
vibrations which our
ear can not
think it mav with reason be
COIltellded that the actual
of the
one
less than
and that in this threedimensional
vision is two-dimensional. We do not S6I
but
of it
the lessened size of
tant,
with what is near. But
for this no artist could
distance
on his canvas, which is
a surface.
two-dimensional. The eye sees, not the
before it, but a
of it.
cast on
retina, a
in two dimensions. The more
we go into
the
of "vision."
more we discover how
is the action of the
as
that of the
For
to
senses,
the mind
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and
the aid of these we know that we
can conceive of three
and
we read this
into what we
seem to see.

A
could
a line drawn round him.
save
a
lift him out
It would
two-dimensional
natural and nonof three. So
with the
fa:ste:Iled on can not be got out
hr,eaJdnv the box: we can not conceive
out of the box save
three dimensions of
But it
to a
the coin
ope:nil1lg the box.
as
till the

are
introducand abso-

lute
of any
: and
can not
from the nature of the case.
Not because
is
in
but because we do not
possess, in
use, the
needed to see it.
Faint
and guesses, and deductions drawn from other
are the
to attain.
utmost to which we can
Yet these so widen our estimate of posand afford such
and
those foes
and
beset limited
even
and dim as
are worth attairlin,g.
Yet when I say "no
"none
which
sion in
attain what is eq1uh'al,ent
of

ac(:or,ding to the
e:r,eatest Masters of the
Be Corltin1:1ed..

which was founded
The
three well--defined
at New York on the 17th
UUJiCIL;I,lI. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HttRl<lmty.
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern lit€:raltures.
derDorlstr'ate the imllOr1,anc:e of that
Third-To
the
laws of Nature and the spirit1ual
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION BIGHD
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to he
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundaUniversal Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to he held
the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in tUfn should show for the views of others. This tol-eration
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
and intolerance have
been
foes to hmnan
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOliPDlatism wherever
found
mernbers an unfllinchin,g
condemnation of vice in every
that tends to feed or propait.
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ROGER BACON.
(Walter Hart Blumenthal in the
Oregonian. )
Startling disclosures are promised the
scientific world by those elucidating the
Roger Bacon cipher manuscript, which
for more than three years baffled all attempts at interpretation. The work was
found seven years ago by Dr. Wilfred
M. Voynich, a noted Pole. It lay neglected with other media:val books in an
Austrian castle. It is what bibliographers
call a hermetic work, or one sealed to the
common understanding by virtue of its
occultism or the code in which its purport is concealed. This type of writing
was once adopted by many savants, if
only to make their works seem more
recondite than they really were.
_
One American booklover, George
Fabyan of Geneva, Illinois. collects onlv
cryptic books and manuscripts which
known under the general name of steganography, or any form of cipher or symbol writing. Of coarse, shorthand is the
commonest of these, though it is not
generally known that stenography was
used centuries ago. There is in the British Museum a sixteenth-century manuscript Bible written entirely in shorthand.
The bound Bacon manuscript. which
contains about 750,000 words in crabbed
Latinity, ciphered and in parts illegible.
has many charts and diagrams which are
the best clews to the meaning of the
text. In the thirteent}-. century, when it
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was compiled, experiments in physics
were regarded as black magic.
Roger Bacon, the English Franciscan
monk who wrote it, lived as long bdore
Francis Bacon (the contemporary of
Shaksepeare) as we do after the author
of the sententious "Essays." That givell
all idea of how the earlier Bacon made
discoveries which, because of his secrecy, were not hit upon by the rest of
the world for centuries.
The cipher work, to the decoding of
which Dr. William Romaine l'ewbold
of the University of Pennsylvania has
now <Ievote<l two Years, is said to show
that Roger Bacon 'understood the theory
of the telescope and perhaps actually
constructed one more than three centuries before astronomers had these instruments. That he knew the principle
of the enlarging glass, perhaps even of a
low-power microscope, is disclosed in
the extant manuscript record of his researches. How many other discoveries
were locked up in this cipher remains to
he told hy Dr. Xewhol<l when he addresses the College of Physicians and
the American Philosophical Society on
the remarkable work.
If. as Dr. Voynich states. Roger Bacon had a knowledge of the telephone
it would be a peculiar coincidence, for
Francis Bacon. in his "New Atlantis."
which pictured a future ideal commonwealth. undoubtedlv foresaw that invenslate which he detion. In the
scrihes he installs "means to convey
Digitized by

GoogIe
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in trunks
strange
.Ies and
but
the
Bacon
a continent
where Australia was afterward discovhe
his "New Atlantis"
there. He
his
with a weather

whether
a
and a
the contention as to whether
not in the new world that both these
instrument!! were
invented. For anwho have
extant
hie:rolcrlvohiic
of the Aztecs say this
overthrown
the
race
conquerors was more
than
tronomy and

Aztecs
the
within
nine seconds.
than five centuries
loss
an entire
From the
calendrical

MIND-ENERGY.
the
The
before us are not
but have been
very calrefullv in detail
Dr.
himseli
them the same
as the
which bears the title
There are seven
and
have been chosen to illustrate the
that
is a
best known are
itual aC1tlvlty.
Romanes
on "Life and Conand the Presidential
sciousness"
Researcn
Address to
; others go back a decade
on
whicn
brilliant
the
of
our
show that the life
to the mechanical determinand ind.:ed uses it for it:;
own purposes. Wherever there is
there is
no matter how
of freeand this is the
is the
dom. The life of the
of freedom and in man is winninl'
towards ever greater
bounds can be set to pOssibility
direction. But the more
more
the matter
part of our mental
us, so that
if in the
pnlllm;op,ny has
to define
ture of consciousness and
in the future its most
be to
the nature
of what
of as the unCOI1SClI0US. A
in this
in
direction is set up
of the way
contrives
part
its
order
the
on the
to concentrate more
immediate life-task. It is one of this
acute
most characteristic
and
contributions to philoSOI?hi.c
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allows us to
his
per'hal)S better
any other. He frerecurs to it,
the
passage:
"I believe
ists. It
I mean that it
present to consciousness in such a manner
to have the
revelation of
consciousness has no
need to
out
itself or seek for forit has but to remove an
to
a
in order
that all that it
all in
that it
may be revealed. Fortunate
are we to have this
to us
the veil!
secures to
this
our
fixed on life
forward it looks back
the
can
future.

with
it
contention
\Ve must of course
take into account
obstacles of every
kind that the life-force has to meet on
its way, nevertheless
whole of evolution seems to mean that it is mind
not
which works within it and
free itself from trammels. but
also to surpass
many similar
reRections we
in
this
seems

much of what

MYSTIC ROSE.
Two Paths are there which
of Truth.
the first travel
those who seek for
with
of heart.
second
travel the
Love.
of the
Hence the man of
"He sees what know.
And
of the man of Wisdom:
I sec.
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and 1 saw that
Entrance Gate.
Childlloc.d of Man. and
111'=1\\11'"0' back the
with
and the

act
to the
in the World
loneliness was around these two, but
not, and behind the throne
with her arms crossed
and on her face a look
ness, the
of
now
into the
Deafh.
what 1 had seen, I withcollonna,de, and in the sunround the
1 sat for a
while
of human existence.
"Then
Guide touched me
said: 'Thine eye
but the
shell of
thou art
thou now to
what
vcaled to the Soul of
the limits of Human
"I
'I am
for my
heart
for
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EXTRACTS FROM
BOEHME.
great internal
the internal
direct
There

selfhethat

as a

themselves.
The
trates
over
as
the power of his heart.

In each external
an eternal and
which issues
out of the
trial substance.

KEY

THE UNDERSTANDING
l\IYSTJfS.

"The

The inner form characterizes man.
also in his face. The same
of animals, herbs. and
is marked
with
is intl?'rr1::11Jlv
ternal
f!1anifest

If the divine
of love were not
still
nature in this tern:,strial world, and if we
hehad not with us
the
we would all be
in
of hell.

Ultimately all
the same to man.
with fortune and

mi"fn,rh',nl?'
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to Church or
have no
attachment to
of these is built up that
but do
"
to admit-as the
mll!nlt-·tn:lt love
better
because its results are better.
corroborative considerabut
no
reason
beliie1/ing that we are
In
divine
ment
attachment to the
to its results. The results of
the truth are often
in
immediate result·: but he who loves
truth will
it, whatever be its results.
a man thinks he loves a
because
loves her kisses, and
be found
his
for her. Over the
and the
all

with
Short
about
the
In
to be a
and
able if it can
seldom
without
any value.
now
To
this life bears much the
same relation to the
life as dreams
hear to
I say "much the
same" because
are
and
therefore the resemhlance
not actual

most
which. in
life, we know
. and vet. in the
cause liS n o '
and evoke no profrom our reason.

very similar
in
in
rnr,tr:>rv to the nature of
rnnh'"rv to our

our-

sl4ran.ce
assurance
it is
On
in this
we are

the

are each incomother. To know
we have
or remove.
and we then have
inside
from the outside. But Hrith,.,.
can
a full and
that "whole" of
for we can not
without
relati'on.ship which obtains when
as one. For any
much more than the mere
This is true of even
the
of an
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organ, laid out
exhibition side
are not
to the organ it:;e1f.
And it is more inl.enlsi1/e1v true
all the parts
more than material:
an animal laid side
side, so as to be
viewed
idea
of the
It is not in the
in
but in their due and
the
to be
known

It is a
and inade([ua'te il:[usllraitioll.
may servc to
transccndent idca here
better one is man 11l11l15I:n. a
and
a

all
the

so

the
side of
One.
In the case
a
manifestation
he
manifestation of the whole content of
the Power; so that there will
in the Power which is 110t ade(j!ualtelv
or
in

and at the
same
be
" we see illustrated in the music of a great orchestra.

out tunes
He wants
strument-the
has all ten
brilliant

facul-

could
for
was
Of
remain.
Can this he done
believes
that-to some extent at least-it
Be

which was founded
The 1 heo:sopl1lical
three well-defined
at New York on the
UIJI'C,",',"'. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllmanity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second--To promote
and other Eastern
reliigicms, philos()phies, and
the
of that
investigate the
laws of Nature and the spiritlJal
powers latent in man.
The
is
with DO creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION BIGHD
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
re!ltrilcti,on IS
on its members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
res:po,nsible for the
of its
who all have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolera.ticm
and
is asked from all members
a
since it is believed that
and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgmatism wherever
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THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
(From the World Almanac.)
In 1905 there appeared in the world of
science a new theory, dealing with
physics in general and with light and
gravitation in particular. Albert Einstein is the author of the theory; although a German by birth, Dr. Einstein
is a naturalized citizen of Switzerland,
where, in Zurich, he taught physics.
During and since the war he has been
affiliated with the University of Berlin.
He is now about forty-three years of
age.
The new theory deals with fundamental
ideas and is exceedingly difficult and
complicated. It takes as starting-point
the so-called Michelson-Morley experiment which showed that some mysterious compensating influence is at work
to prevent an experimenter from detecting even with the most delicate instruments the rate and direction of the
earth's motion through the luminiferous
ether. The ether is supposed by physicists to fill all space, to permeate all
bodies freely, and to be perfectly stationary; it would therefore seem admirably.qualified to serve as an absolute
standard to which all questions of time
and space could be referred. The
Michelson-Morley experiment left the
modem physicist without any fixed and
certain datum ground. Dr. Einstein took
up the matter at this point and denied
that we can have any knowledge of absolute motion as absolute position in
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space. One set of reference axes is as
good as another, provided the axes are
not subject to twisting or to acceleration. All one can do is to compare moving bodies among themselves. So far
Einstein differed not at all from Sir
Isaac Newton, in whose theory the interplanetary ether had no place. But
Einstein went farther, startling the world
with a philosophy as new as it is farreaching. The well-established doctrine
of electrons enabled him to deal in a
masterly way with bodies at exceedingly
high velocities. He has generalized the
whole science of physics and of celestial mechanics. The three time-honored
laws of motion propounded by Newton,
as well as Newton's law of gravitation,
are true, according to Einstein, only for
moderate velocities. For the greatest velocities these laws require serious modification. The upper limit of all velocities is placed at 186,000 miles per second; this, the velocity of light, is conceived to be a fundamental relation between space and time, so that no effect
of any kind could possibly be propagated
faster. At this speed all energy becomes latent, inertia becomes infinite,
physiological processes are arrested, and
a condition of suspended animation ensues. If the earth should quit its orbit
and go cruising through space with the
velocity of light and should return to
the orbit and orbital motion only after
the lapse of a thousand years, it would
be true that to the earth's'n
't
the
Digitized by ' - ' ' \ J ' \ J
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not been even a mothe clocks were at a
none of
sons of men
had
made a movement; at
the moment of return the
of the
clocks and the routine of
aucontinue as if no millennial
had occurred. The standards of
and
well as of
una
with
is shortened in the direenrop-ress and cQJ're,;pondingly
lerl21:he:ned
transverse
''''M·'.,'I,,;"O" is
,1;",,,.. t,,,1
the
one who is himself
of the motion. The earth is
ened two and one-half inches.
farther from the earth's
centrc
noon and
than
and 6
m.
of

we can know
in the Eugoes on and
and

that the relativist
have
his feet 011 solid
He has the undoubted facts about electrons
his support.
from
with
the dictum that mass is
latent
formulatcs a ncw law
not
that

about
that there is so much
in Nature
confirm
Some
is here
of the
three great astronomical tests of the theory, of these the first two have been
met: ( I The authors
astronomical tables have been
add an
constant, 43
.centennial motion of
in order to secure
the old Newtonian
teles.:oIJic observation, this
until
mass
Mcr-

minute,;; stars some
would be
as the distance from
the centre of the sun's disk. Such observations can be made
at the time
of a total solar
sncthe
of
British astronoto the
the nature of a challen:l':'e,
a clear-cut issue.
Nt:wtonian
of
led one to
of 0.87 minutes
limb. Einstein
much,
1.75 minutes. Two
ex:peditiollS went from
to obof
one to
the other
in the
of Guinea. The one exoe,(11tion secured 1.98 minutes
the result:
1.61 minutes: both are
of Einstein.
gravit'ltional field like
lines of the
disj:>la'ced to tHe red.
pla,celllelll
been found.
Karma-Nemesis is
than the
effect of causes proforces awakened into
iiUIUU:>.--n, p, Hl(,vatsk,)',
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THE MYSTIC ROSE.

with it I rule ManGuide led me
There
saw a
the crescent
a great
I

of that

dimmer
1 beheld the
then she vanished from
Guide then seized my
bade me follow him to the next
her. When I had
the veil which closed
entrance,
I saw a throne on which a
clothed in M<iljel;tv.
of
her
and above her was a
seemed to be formed of the
made obeisance to her
and said: 'I am the
First and the Second:
I

of :SalllctltV.
to
not a
is the
rule
the
of Men. 1 am the Voice
the Law of the
I am the bond of
Reunion between man
and the
Breath. ftom which his
pro-
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of a man, radiant like a conqueror, holdin his extended hand the bow of
Power from which the arrow had been
He said to me: 'What
seest thou
I said: 'I saw the weak
overcome
strong.' He said to me
I am the Man
Man
of the Creator.
am
""".. un;, I am Nature illumiof the
and
nated
the
therefore do I overcome mere Nature.'
"When this Vision had
from
I
with my
to the
Herein I saw
Sword
on
its
and in
meaneth
: 'Between
permanent
attaineth
IF HIS
This is the
of
the balance between
between Good and
WorId. This is the
of
which with
the
the
combatants.'
for some time
"When I had
this ,.,V III " " " . pr<)celcde:d to the last
of the
the Ninth Chamber. When
entrance had fallen beface to face with
whose countenance
serene and radiant
seemed to
no
and
dom shone forth from his eyes. In his
hand
held aloft a bur'nil1lg
in his left hand he held a
which he leant. I saluted him with
reverence, and he addressed me thus
'When I was young I selected the Path
of
and
reward has been
W:i"i1,nm have
in the
which illuminated
Path. Round my
Mantle of ProSoul have I drawn
tection which shall ward off Evil when
it shall assail it. This Staff of
have I found
and on it
can lean
ascent
towards Truth.
"When I issued from the last Chamber
followed
Guide
the ascent to the
next
where with
I entered the Tenth Chanlber,
ahove
Seventh

and my Guide said to me: 'Behold
of
the
the
the incessant action of time. The Circle
ever
; it ascendeth and deso ascendeth the
of God
SUlnmJit, so
the
A KEY TO THE UNDERSTANDING
OF THE MYSTICS.
"The Porch.

tries to form some sufficient
such an effort is necescreate
creacould

idea as
sary.

consideration of
several
into
that what seems a
to man need not seem so to
find
in
one
instant can be
out
a conscioustime; and thus we
ness of a
are able to
that-to different
states of consciousness--one
seem a thousand
and a
years as one
value used here to
so that
one
could seem a
seem ten thousand.
the
are doubtless a
indication of a prilnciple that the conscious7
ness of one
and of a
differ
"time
no
to reversal.

..

he finds this to be a law of our
consciousness: that
comes
in
had
realizes
of God

that-whate'\'er the Fall
or rethe will of God
which.
there is no power which
the
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the endeavor to estimate
how
this Fall affected human consciousness.
finds it described in
as a
of
into darkness; and
this consciousness is called
of darkness." It is also
into division-from
and dream'

We see
illustrated in the phlmo,menon of dream.
dreamer
wife
his
adjjoiltling room. But
scio.usness, all this
unr·epr·esented.
be far away,
unlike those
for the time
his
he never
it and remained dead to the conditions
the Fact until the dream breaks at
note this. If a w<!',althv
never even
any state different
were
to dream that he
was poor, and
because he was
he would-when he awoke from
a
of the
of his state
than he ever had before. The whole
of
lies
wardness
the
here.
This
and
But
: it values
to
out
so
live
as to recover what has been lost, and pass from
to a state of
a state of
is the same
as
"holiness.
There are,
and
the mind of the
: and these, he
on
pne211arlt idea' and formulates from
it
direction for
Endeavor to reverse all nr,rfitl,ar'll nvnvn.>,
as to /noral
ft'hich are
your
effort has
make it sbirit1lal.
which are seen
are the "not as the
unseen are "as the
know whether between
or none.
two there is any
the
seen are
N

tive:
would
contradiction in
Therefore the whole
was
not
the Ut:IIIIII"t:,
tive creation of a rnnh'"rv
a
out of gear
faculties wtllcll--ceaSlng:
this-would have
But it is ever true that
lirnited. never bears conscious
to its limitation. Hence the
nf"rt'!"rt intelligibility of the materialist's
he sees n01thi,ng.
is
to be seen. The
accelPts no conscious blanks; and where
it sees less than
creates in itself an
idea of the "all"
accordance with
what it does see: and
this idea the
not seen
conscious
This
is as if it were
as if it were dead: the real
truth
we are dead to it.

whatever
I may

them
seems to be the teachIng
are
India. But if these seen
the
the
unseen, then
there between the two
and I
can learn all
first need to know
sturlviing the
seen.
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poor
I am
a
of
pm;se,>silms than the world
and health so
is immune from all
death.
it

it
I

as
real Self. But
lead to the conclusion that most
have ne\'e7
those who thus
tried to discover it; and that the rest had
tried
But how
who

would make
world values,
attachment to
"Ye can
God and
Mammon."
The first
Meekis to cultivate
content to be true,
is to
hrave.
but
to care to
thus. Cast out all desire
admired
what
how
stand
the
of the world.
that differ".
sound an,l
come to an

PARACELSUS.
Perchance
IlPris]wd 111 an
self-reliance
age ago; and in
act. a prayer
more chance went up so earnest.
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functhe breath
with these
far inside your

Elementals cure dlsea!;es,
medlc'me,s, animal aglmcles
You may see how
sunnm(ll1 and
was done
means
heretofore
You can
understand how to raise
the air with the
an Elemental. See
how
Elementals are used in de(:iding the
of
at critical
how
will be made to appear and take part
the wars of the future. It is
shown
the
in
See the Alchemist in his
and how
and Bad Luck are Elementals which
a person has
see how. Elementals make and are the ni('hl'FP<:
in your dreams.
would mention more than 50 other ways
that Elementals
made known to you when you read these
books.
There is
of Elementals. For instan:ce. where one
the
carry out the
tempts to cure
delwinl! the existence of
and hide the disease.
do not cure , it is
to another
and will become a
or mental trouble.
Get
with
in your
mental.
your
conscious in the central
Focus the Elemental
now serve as your
senses--in a different
and
beneath the surface of
into the interior
worlds.
is
in GHOSTS THAT NEVER WERE
in the last six
volumes of THE WORD.
A wonderful
of Meditation
outlined
Mr. Percival in Volume 16 of
THE WORD.
read
Masters and
in Volumes 9, 10 and
11. There for the first time is revealed the
of all the seven faculties of
the mind.
the \Vord you may call out from the unknown what the
makes
visible.
You have a rare chance to
the Mental
the Psv!·l,ir
before you in a
you can not
There are
Mr. Perciv:.1 in the 25 volumes of THE WORD.
express
A
circular
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them
wonderful
set is
Send

which was founded
The 1 heoillOpl1lical
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
UIJI'C"'.". viz:
First-To form the nUI:lellS of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm:IlDity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern litc:raltures,
reliigill.ns, philloslOplhies, and
the
of that
investigate the unEixplailled laws of Nature and the spil'itual
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
rel;tri,ction is
on its members save that of
to its one fundato be held
mental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
reslpo:nsible for the
of its
who all have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolerlati()O
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlgm,atism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgm:atism wherever
found
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.
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THE MYSTIC ROSE.
(Continued. )
"Overcome with dread, I issued from
the last Chamber, and began the ascent
to the next Level of the Tower, where
when I had reached it I entered with my
Guide the Sixteenth Chamber. Here I
saw before me a Tower of great
strength, and the Master of the Tower
and his attendants were enjoying their
security behind the battlement of their
stronghold. And I said to myself: 'So
cunning seemeth to have been the skill
of the architect that this Tower will ·perish but with the destruction of the
World.' But presently I heard a great
roar, and I beheld a thunderbolt descending from a cloud, and it struck the
mighty Tower, and the battlement parted
asunder, and the Master and the attendants were hurled to the ground. In
amazement I exclaimed: 'What meaneth this Sign?' My Guide replied: 'Behold the Sign of the Fall! Man who
was Spiritual has entered the World and
put on the burden of the material body.
Behold the Symbol of the Spirit of the
Unity, which to thine eyes is invisible,
incarnated in the World which lieth open
unto thy senses.'
"When the Vision had passed away T
followed my Guide to the Seventeenth
Chamber, and as I entered it I felt the
Breath of Spring upon me. and my heart,
which had been saddened at the sight
of the ruined Tower, leapt for joy; and
as I looked I saw before me the Vision

Price Five Cents

of a lovely maiden, and her golden
tresses were crowned with a diadem of
seven stars; she sat in the midst of a
green meadow enameled with the glory
of flowers, and by her side was a fountain from which poured forth the pure
Water of the Earth. Presently the lovely
maiden opened her lips and spoke, and
my Soul was so stirred that tears flowed
from my eyes for joy of the softness of
her voice, which was like the music of a
harp in the stillness of the night. And
she said: 'I am the \'oice of Hope in
the World. I am the Eternal Youth of
Nature. In the depth of the Material
World lieth hid the Water which welleth
up in the Fountain of Immortality. The
Glory of the St:n have I absorbed in my
golden tresses; from my diadem of stars
do I draw down the Spirit into the Body
of Man; into his fallen Soul I breathe
the Hope of Redemption; through me
cometh to man the Courage to struggle
against the bondage in which he is
placed.'
"I tarried long in contemplation of this
beautiful Vision, until my Guide with his
wand of Power caused it to vanish; then
I followed him to the last Chamber on
this Level of the Tower, which was the
Eighteenth in Number. Here again I
found myself in utter darkness. but after
a few moments I heard my Guide saying
to me: '\Vatch, and thou shalt see.'
Then I gazed again into the gloom, and
there grew before me a Vision which
filled my Soul with despo Ide c, Q it
Digitized by
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THE SECRET OF SATAN.
Anna
"The Pede:::t

of
of
Trithe

of
this vision see

FRAGMENTS FROM THE

1. And on the seventh
forth from the presence of
full of wrath and cOlnslJlming,
gave unto him the dominion
outermost
2.
forth Time
Boundless gave
to Limit;
scended into Generation.
3.
I beheld Satan
from
in

the
defall
and

the Gods
none like unto
hand are committed the
kirlgdom.s, the power and the
of the
of

The accumulated know'le<lge
is often like a
of unused
form not an
Without the
teet the bricks are
but sometimes in
of ideas
-the Architect
the edifice as
a
the bricks be wantilnfl.
So
men'

innumerable incarnations of
strife towards
the
and current of Desire
are his who beareth all the
Gods on his shoulders; who establishetb
the
of
and Fate.
names
God
m\l'dp,,.v secret and terrible.
13. God
him Satan the
sary. because Matter
and
Time accuseth even
the
Lord.
14. And the Destr,oye:r,
breaketh and grilnde'th
fore the fear and the
all flesh.
And the
for he is the
of God' his
shall bum up
the souls
the wicked.
16. And the
for he straineth
all
dividiru!' the

•
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th()ughts of the heart;
and
the
of man.
17. And the
for he maketh
the False
concealeth the
Real under
mask of Illusion.
18. And the
for he setteth
snares before the feet
the elect; he
be,gu:i1el:h with vain
and seduceth
enchantments.
19. Blessed are
who withstand
his
shall
called the sons
of
enter in at the beautiful gates.
20. For
of
the
of the Sallcular:y;
21. That no man may enter therein
save the
arcanum of
Hermes.
22. For Satan is the
of the
fear of the
which is
of wisdom.
23. He is the devourer of the unwise
and the evil:
shall all be meat and
drink to him.
24. Whatsoever he
that
shall never more return into
25. Fear
for after he
he hath
to cast into hell.
26.
he is the servant of the sons
of
and of the children of
27.
shall go before
and he
shall follow the steps of the wise.
28. Stand in awe of him and sin not
his name with
; and beseech God
to deliver
29. For
is the magistrate of
the
of God: he
the balance and the
30. To execute j udlgm:ent
all who come
ef God'
to measure
nnmtM'r their
are committed
and Measure and Number.
32. And all
must pass under
the rod and
the
and be
fathomed
the soulnding:-Iead.
33. Therefore
of
Lord of the seven mansions of
Hades. the
of the manifest
34. And
hath put a
about
his
and the name of
is
Death.
35. Threefold are its
fold is the
of
the
the
and the soul.

36. And that
is black
but where
strikes it is silver.
37. None of the Gods is
save
for upon him
is the
of
38. He has lost his
estate:
unlcoV'erllnjl hea,velt1ly secrets,
hath entered into borldage.
39. He
with bonds and
limits all
are made he
teth chains
about the
and
determineth their orbits.
40.
him
Creation and AI1,ne,lI.rance'
Birth and
the
and the
Death.
41. The
of Satan is the shadow
of the
. the throne of Satan is the
footstool
Adonai.
42. Twain are the armies of God: in
heaven the hosts of Michael in the
the
of Satan.
43.
are the Unmanifest and the
Manifest the free and the bound; the
the fallen.
And both are the ministers of the
Word divine.
Satan are the Crcthe
of elemental
46.

For'saking the

"",,,,ki,,,,,. nlanifestation,

World.
their

were cast out into
was their
found any more
111 m;;eLV"'".

48. Evil is the result of
and Satan is the Lord of Limit.
49. He is the Father of
because
Matter is the cause of Illusion.
SO.
understand the secret of the
",,"!lI!;"U'" of
and
read the riddle
this
to have Satan under

bonds of Desire.
52. Nature is
all that
know
men free.
53. For the
house of Matter.
of
the

the
of
to the sense
deceit :
this alone shall make
of Satan is
yea his m:l.I1sion is the
•
wherein on the
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Form is the rest of the worlds
formulate.
55.
and venefahle
the
bath of
: hlessed
sanctified the
name of the
of Hades,
56. Whom the Anointed shall overfrom the dead on the
week.
first
57. For the
of Satan is the
bourne of divine impulsi()n: there is the
arrest of the
force; Luza. the
station of pause and sllJlmlJcr
58. Where
down and
which

WHO WAS
Mrs. A. JOne of the most remarkable cases of
in the
sense; a man chosen
God for revealhad never
kncJwledlre that he
and
not IInrlelrstan,tl. while at
the urgent dictates of an ill'\i'isible
he wrote what was
to
him. The
of our Lord that as
"the wind
where it
and
thou hearest the sound
hut canst
not tell whence it cometh and whither it
so is
one that is horn of the
true
the
hom of
also
was never more strikthan in the case of Boehme.
unlearned
more than two centuries ago in an
town
we owe revelaV3IrIUU::', and
di-

The
the
more recent messenger
on some of its
passages. a
to
of

66.

force, drllwllllg
ward to God;

67.

the

Existence illto
of Matter

Until Satan return unto
estate, and enter
into the heav,enlv
obedicnce;

69.

Fathcr,
of God he-

one
man. "I ne\"er
one
his letters.
the divine mvs"
the "
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and
and then the dark
of nature to
the external and
pf()cr,eation or exand
eg-

and
of
in a
had a
in a
couched

CHAOS,

and
for me to eXI)licate
But it was ten
to
COIldtlCt, m:lkinu him
exercises.
more earnest
The natu-

the da Vvnirllii:

riches
come to him more and more, that he
first tried to record their purport. He
wrote the "Aurora"-his first work-for
a
to his own memory, in 1612.
After while he lent the
to
a friend,
whose
it got into the
hands of a
was so much
its
value that he
it un stitched and
from end to
end
many different
before it was
returned; and this
abroad, fell under the eyes
of Garlitz.
a matter of
course it was
condemned.
r
Richter.
the
who presumes to
.Uu

ance, a
torious
which I afterwards,
of the gate of the
nature, attained
At the age of
overtaken
n,hien loved
one
in the fields, the myscreation was
to him "itdand. as he narrates,
one-quaran hour I saw and knew more
t han if I had heen
at an lIniVf'rsiitv_

Ho,ehme' to this
reader who
self
and for
those
are not, his
may be inter: to every thinker
be,
a man would
human
mind so that it may
up into
the eternal
then a man must shew
him the root
the tree out of which
and flesh hath
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Boehme alone offers to shew it-but
with a reclulsiive ....""'..il'u of reprotlation,
an obnoxious
of unconventional
bare the
of
under every
,. and presses on
kind of "devout
unwillir:ll!' minds the "rude tmcouth mesin all the world there is no
cruel evil beast as that harbored in
man and womanthe breast of
self-love. In
I
no means
assert the converse.
most sincere
conversion of the will from self-seeldnli!"
to the obedience of Christ does not secure a
for books so obscure as
his.
with terms so unUStlal,
and
so unlike the ac(:epted
of the
that for a
must at
first
attraction.
little
over what
has no
on
the sublime
clearest utterance which
found on almost
every
intellects will
be more stilrtlulatlld
baffled. But all
minds are not
neither have
all leisure for
What embitters
more than
teacher is that

me, I understand it ; but if it hides
then I know not my own
and am
made a
to the work of my o"m
hands.
I may see how altoimpo:ssfble a
it is to search
aPI>reli1enld the
of God
"If it be His
an\rthine:. then I
it not.
nothinJl, and

It
of
that he was so abl;ohltelly
the unbalanced excitement of visionaries and were it not for his strong
sense of the sublime uses of the humblest
of the
business on
his
latent powers in man and
of
man's
ha,-e
tended to
details
of
that "the

struction on the
as well as the spiritual
notorious that
Isaac Newton in
what

in
the
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shine to us in our
that Christ the
to
not be

Son
the
so
reason; for so we
not pa'radlise
who must become man in us
will ever see God: in our reason it
but dead and blind."
Yet never
did a
man so
much axalt the uses of art
reason
when
, one of his greatest
stress he
on
the value of all
so
as
do not fill
the
the divine wisdom standeth not
in art and
but it sheweth art the
what it
do and how it should
is
the tool or instrument of God wherewith the divine wisshould I
dom worketh or laboreth
it?" . . . "All
arts are
revealed out of God's wisdom; not that
are that
which man cometh to
of the outbut for the
and
the
manifestation of divine wisdom and oomi:ootence."
"Man must labor and
for therefore he is created into the outer
that he should manifest God's wonder;;
with his skill and
All
and conditions are God's ordinance; every one worketh the wonders
of God."
How different is this
from that
contemn all interests and oc;::uIJatiolls
present life in
throw
relief the
and bliss of a future
state! as
to denaturalize man
was the best
for
evolution ! The result of this
effort
a
meets us at
setto
too
old Adam
not been so much mortified as
; and the recoil from such
unwholesome tension too often
that
usual effect
Our old
held "the old
quail1lt1y terms the natural man,
and insists
ils
to the new
who is to be
formed in it as
is formed in the
ore of its matrix.
The
that he underwent
after
Richter had denounced
him from
resulted in his

REINCARNATION.
The soul of man
like the water,
From heaven it (;u:ml::tn,
To heaven it mClUnteth,
And thence at once
It must back to
Forever

told
Garrett Chatfield Pier in "Hanit the
chlmtress," which E. P. Dutton & Co.
last week. It tells what
of a
beneath the
Anlerican
when he
after a hard
work
exacavation
tombs and
in the
He had been much
and clues to a dramatic
first wife of
and
story
is about her

We make our fortunes and we call
them fate.-B. Disraeli.

which was founded
three well-defined
......J ....."'.

viz:

1'0 form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HtlllUlnity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern
deIDOJ:lstrate the iml>orltaDlce of that

TblrOr-lo irlveistig'ate the unc:xpilaili\ed laws of Nature and the spiliitual
powers latent in man.
The
is
with DO creed or
THDIC IS NO RELIGION HIGHD
to enforce or
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
to its one funda·
restri(:tioin is
on its members save that of
mental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
res,pol1lsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in tum should show for the views of otbers. This
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOfrmlltism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all brancbes of
dOigmatism wherever
found
mernbers an unRindling
condemnation of vice in every
that tends to -feed or propapte it.
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KEEP PURRING.
(By M. W. Knapp, M. D.)
"Doctor, I feel so nervous and Irrttable. What is the matter with me? I
can"t be decent with my family, for the
children annoy me so and wife irritates
me, and yet you know I love my family,
for they mean all the world to me. You
have been in our family enough to know
I have a fine wife and splendid children.
The trouble must be in me, but what in
'L' is it?"
He was a fine business man, making
money so fast that he could buy anything
t hat money could produce, yet he knew
there was something he was missing and
could not get and he came to me to see
if he could not buy this something he
was missing. Many people go to the
doctor to buy health and peace of mind,
and how miserably they fail only a wise
doctor can know. Health can not be
hought. It must be earned as all really
good things of life must be. The doctor
can direct the way to health by advice
and physical and mental and even spiritual aids, but he can not hand out health
in a pill, a bottle of medicine, or a surgical operation.
I invited him into my private office
and told him to sit down and compose
himself while I tried to heat a little sense
into his brain. I told him that if he
was running his financial affairs with as
little reason and common sense as he
was running' his health and daily affairs
of life he would soon he bankrupt

Price Five Cents

-----------

financially as well as physically and mentally. The man that spends all his time
rushing after that super Venus, the
woman with the wondrous smile, that
much-worshiped ravishing beauty called
"Commercialism," will sooner or later
find himself in about the same condition
that all men do that chase after the eter- .
nal courtesan. Getting houses, lands,
money, stocks, bonds, and getting only
these, are often as destructive and withering as the diseases contracted from
vice.
This man knew all about the laws of
business, but he knew nothing of the
laws of cause and effect as it related to
his own physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual being. Money he had a plenty.
Of the things that really make life worth
while he was almost a bankrupt. So I
carefully explained in as simple words
as possible wherein the vital forces of
his being lay. The food on his plate
would not move, ever, if not lifted to
his mouth. The food had in it the potential energy that could make him run a
mile or whip his weight in wildcats.
Then how was this potential energy to
be changed into kinetic or active energy?
What were the laws?
There is a little gland in the centre of
the brain called the pituitary body that is
the somatic brain, that is it is the brain
that keeps up the actions of the body
while one sleeps or goes about one's
business. It is the subconscious brain.
This gland with the brain c Us sends a.
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secretion to the
which activates the
to the manufacture of
or
and
Arsenic
arsenic for the
for the skin centres,
the nerve centres,
but esp,ecl,illly

prC)dllCe a secreis one of the
secretions of the
combines' with the oxygen
and this substance must
cell of the
adrenal secretion
function in

are

worr}

the

alld

of emo-

the

learn to
he
lle:;tnlct'ive ones. He.
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o,"",'ever, must learn

use the laws
rot.herhood instead of the laws of the

work and use
energy of the
for themselves some
other organs must suffer and wither or
inactive. It is the law of action
and reaction or the law of cause and
effect. The
law
the polilticzll, e(:o!l()mical,

WHO
per-

(
his "Third 14n;o+lo"
derful account of
under which in nine
wrote three of
most prlJfcmnld
The disturbance
in

and
is angry
Inee.
vi thin

cat

:dea.
I gave the
correct his
usual fee of
Xow when I
and
"",r."inIY "

advice was of the
as now when
partners and
he

the

The cells and.
work
so. But if
retlllilr...rl to do ex-

nothinp" else hut the Word
and
of God.: . . . vou need not
hreak vour mimi with hard'
for
with .
fancies and conceits
will not find
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cline your mind and
with your
whole reason, into the love and mercy
of
so that you be born
of the
Word and Heart oi God in the centre
that His
shine in
your
that you be one with
so far learned wh.:>

but
all who
at last: at last all-CClnlllllerlfl2'
the venom
even on Mr. Critic
know "the
meekness of wisdom. and all its resultblessedness. "In the time of the
" said Boehmt'.
will be
much
after."
buds of
that
may
descried among
aland
THE STRENGTH OF
(Editorial in Oakland
The Chinese
sat at tea with
I)f the Province of

once
ViceDzo

"Tell me. sir. what
your
of
the way in which a man may rise to
?"
Lao Tze
and
a blade
of grass that grew between two
stones of the
blade of
" said he, "is delicate. Its substance
like water. But
observe that
has thrust
the
and
them.
It
a spear.
tOl'h"'n'l,nv and
the
overcome
the
the contrary. said Dzo
"I think that the man
wishes to
vail among men must hold himself
men are inflexible.
"Dead
are inflexible," answered
Lao
the
flesh is
and
Have you not observed
that when a tree grows
is

Tenderness and
qU31liti,es of life.
the
death. The
and the
are
like the
of a tree. The inflexible trunk
remains below."
to stand like the rock." said
"that divides the swift
Tze River.
Tze. "The waters
There is
in
tender than water.
There is
in the world that
harder than
But tell me. have
not noticed that the
of the
at
wear
the rock
Thus th'!
and
at last conquer the hard and the
Truth
he added.
Dzo Chen Lu
his tea and was
silent.
WHY I AM A BUDDHIST.
(Denzel Carr in "Buddhism in
America.
After the death of my mother I traveled with
an
of the
old school,
an orthodox
heaven and
orthodox helL
He had the
it be! of
able to
his auc:lih)rs
what celestial musIc and hell-fire were.
He
scared them into heaven. But.
one who has come into Buddism
this
state could not
beset
on every side
soon sm:culml)ed
01
the devil and
SIlIners
to set them
on the "
narrow way that
leads to the
of
I was
five at the time. but hell was not for
as it is for most children. a
which
was
all the Sabbath-it
a terrible
and
A year or so
I
the sexton
rake the leaves from
graves, amI
there
for some
one. Existence seemed to
and God Himself the
all. Before
the
of ten I was a confirmed
an atheist-an infidel.
more
relatives
sisters.
ever. lost none of
SO the
whole
was not doomed.
Later in my
for a phillmiop,hv oi
which
the
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them
repentthe blood of the

claim me
to armore than a moBuddhism I had
of
where
vr;lis.eworthy act
proclPitiate an incensed
one's fellows.
that are. or
better. that are
Buddhism is a
Had it not been for the
Imilll:e!> of the Christian
I
pelrhalps. still he
the "saved. But
that a
man. who lives a
life of kindness,
who could not induce himself to accept certain rellgl;JUS
would he tormented forever'
he who
a
the
ness
it).
would he carried
at
throne of God. was
me.
of Science. It
Buddhism
a
can view with
the latest disin the scientific world. N' ot
even Dr. Einstein with his "Relativitatstheoric" can detract one iota from the
Dhamma of Our
the Buddha.
down
Christians are still
curses upon the head of Darwin.
he
an
truth to the Western
It
very
learn

that

number of Buddhists in Gerdouhle the pre-war
the United
their
to"safe
hu-

whole.
asked to believe
actual exsuch and
then no
It goes
kn,owleclge is a much stabler
fotmd.ation,
to build a reto the
there is
of the atin the latter.
our
like to
serves as a
on the storm-tossed
Other
may
of a
and
turn man's
his sorrows for a moas
makes of hell a parHe sees not the restless waters
but
are there
in fact-to engorge him. But when
that ever-faithful
which
not, and which is unaffected
the
that rage about
no time
be
its direction.
in
his craft
and once
he will never more embark
for he has

THE NORTH POLE.
( Scientific
Doubtless there
science whose
wards the possible
Ie III
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available. The amount of
imlolvl"l:l. as
is almost
the size
the atom.
is the
called
a trillion-trillion
stone of the
attractive power
times
of ur'lViltatiion.
It is stated that
electrons
could be
North Pole and another
South
the two masses
electrons
would
each other with the force of
1
ilie
fact that the force decreases
the
square of the distance.
It would appear that
the two little
of electrons could be
near
toll;etller at the centre of the
would shatter our entire
ments.
However much we
estimates, the fact
mous power is inherent in the
Under
conditions this
not exhibited
the ph'Y'si,cislts
because every atom
ele"tr,jr;tv
of
ances the nel!:'a'tive .. I .....'tri""tv
trons and
what
apl)arenl:1v, is to
in the
the
however, no
as to

work is to
the stone into its
and

In so far as the substances here do not
become
or
so that
there
no more substance
will accornpllish nothln£, in your wa,rK.-·.l'JI"1IIJ'ld.

The

is the
of the
Sacrifice it,
it, separate the
from the bones, and you will find
what you seek.-Berthelot.
Consider well
are the
the
their own
, . . the first is called
s,,,'lnl1,ur or the warm and
The other
is called
or the cold and wet.
These are the sun and the moon. These
are snakes and
which the ancient
the form of
the other's tail. in
of and

FROM THE ALCHEMISTS.
Our stone like the creation of man.
For first we have the union
the corthe
the birth
(
follows.
appears
truth ahout
to
that
was
stone, one medicine, one
one vessel, hoth identical
white and red
at the same unle.·-,"lr:'1Ol'l.l
For there is

one

one

follower::; up
not written
These are the two sel'pents
that were to be str'an£,IE:d
Hercules, that are to
killed in order to cause them in the be".;nn'n," of his work to
be
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that are fastened around the herald's
staff and rod of
. . . Therefore when
two
Avicenna
calls the bitch of Carascene and the
of
are
in the vessel of the
bite each other
are
male and female seeds that must be pr'odllced
in the
and intestines . . . of the
four
Therefore when you have
them
the white woman and the
man) in
then close it as fast
possible.-Daustenius.
no fruit can grow up for
\iVithout
thee:
First the seed dies then wilt thou see
fruit.
In the stomach the food is cooked tender
From which the limbs draw the best to
themselves.
too, the seed
into the
womb
Then the womb stays
closed.
The mensstruum does not fail the fruit
for nourishment
Till at the
time comes to the
of
-Daustcnius.

terrestrial. . . . There
the sun and another
-CorintMans Z'V, 40.

of

KARMA.
my brothers each
The outcome of his former
is
The
wrongs
forth sorrows and woes,
The
breeds bliss.
That which ye sow ye reap. See
fields I
The sessamum was se!;Samllln, the corn
corn.
silence and
darkness knew
So is a
fate born.
He

reaper of the

he

corn, so much cast in past
.birth;
And so much weed and
which mar
Him and the
earth.

where
Fruitful and
shall be,
And rich the harvest due.

Asia.
hands.
retort.
the
extraction
the
taken
was M,m--y,oUl·sellf. flrie:ndllv
reader-and if you
to
own
honest. adkm)w:ledgirlg

We can not yet have
we are meant to learn thlrolJlgh
How much of the teachilng
world can the most
and the
favored man have
before he
is called to leave it? Is all that remains lost
Macdonald.

cover some'thiing
and if at the bej{inning
fear and
more than
cock.

There is no system
so
undClrst:iln<ting. as
little repugnant to
that of
and
system
considered as the re<:Ofnp,el1!;e or the punishment
our actions
another state.

-Isaae D'Isradi.

less-world. one
There are celestial

and

no reasons to suppose that
I f there
we have existed before that
which our
then there are no "'I',nUlrlnS
SU]flPC;silllg that we shall COllltilllue
existence has appairellitly

which was founded
The 1
three well-defined
at New York
uuJ"'....., viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htlmianity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern
s,
the impol'taJlce of that
rd-To
the
laws of Nature and the spiritiual
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE 15 NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
to its one fundare!ltriction is
on its members save that of
mental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
resipoinsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in turn should show for the views of otbers. This toler;lti(1n
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOIil'matism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
.
erefore
all
and all branches of
dOIg'm,atism wherever
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Mr. H. Stanley Redgrove contributes the
following preface to his book. "Purpose and
Transcendentalism," just published by E. P.
Dutton & Co.)

Many of the greatest minds of the late
eighteenth and nineteenth centuriesBlake, Balzac, the Brownings, Carlyle,
Coleridge, Emerson, to mention the
names of some of the most eminentwere not a little indebted to Swedenborg, and through their writings some
of Swedenborg's ideas have filtered
down into current thought. In 1910, to
celebrated its centenary, the Swedenborg
Society held an International Swedenborg Congress in London, at which there
was a crowded attendance, I believe, at
every session, many visitors coming
from as far as the United States of
America to do homage to Swedenborg's
memory. In recent years, too, Sir William Barrett. F. R. S., and other savants
of standing in the world of science have
called attention to Swedenborg's extraordinary anticipations of certain modern scientific theories, and the fact that
three of Swedenborg's works have been
issued in the well-known "Everyman"
lihrary appears to indicate an interest in
and consequent demand for these works
on the part of the general public.
Notwithstanding these facts, however,
I think that Swedenborg's works are
neither as widely read nor as much appreciated as they deserve to be. No
doubt this is partly due to the wrong
sense of values with which modern so-

Price'Five Cent.

ciety is affiicted-a stunted utilitarianism, on the one hand, which does not
look beyond the immediate needs of
body; and, on the other, an idealism
which, so it seems to me, has gone bad
-and the disinclination evinced by so
many minds seriously to think. But
apart from these factors which operate
against the popularity of the works of
any philosopher, I think there is another
peculiar to Swedenborg.
In 1743 an extraordinary event took
place in Swedenborg's life, which he described as "the opening of his spiritual
sight by the Lord." Thenceforward he
claimed to be in constant communion
with the spiritual realm: he gave up the
various branches of scientific work in
which he was engaged and applied his
philosophy-which itself underwent a
maturing process--to the attempted solution of the deepest problems of theology and the explication of the esoteric
significance of certain portions of the
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. Nowadays, in the light of the patient and
laborious work of the Society for Psychical Research, such a claim can be
calmly received: it is possible for it neither to shake our faith in Swedenborg
as a careful and reliable observer, and
an astute and brilliant thinker, nor, on
the other hand, to add anything to his
autho!"ity, since, indeed, there is no authority for truth beyond reason. But to
many minds, both of his own day and of
later times, this claim meal
of [two
Digitized by
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S\\led.enlbOl:g was mad
was an
of
God. And many
that
this calm and

to
divine
the claim to ;ncn;.·.,t;;nn
acter of
say:
not inspir:ati(m
mains supreme
and such a
claim catl amount to no more than a
of faith in the
of
one's statements and the reasonableness
of one's
: it can never be claim
an
reuon. No
much that
that a reader
fascination of his
for the moment,
S",edenloo11i! in extreme terms and makes
for him. But it
that
treated
of a
utterof
I am not
thinkine; of that
section of his
followers who would
the edifice
of modern
the On[)UlIlCI of
of toil and
the brilliant but nevertheless
of course, very
sJX:cullations of S\\redeIlIIOrlf{, since
too
to need crlitic:isrn,
such as claim divine auth()ri1ty
the mature ph:ilosiop'hical and
works
the
of his lik For
fo()tn:ote to an article of real value
eXI[)ositio,n of one of S\\redenIJorg's

Church

e., the

those
that of
Lord
come.
not
ter c<ilculated than
average level-headed
of Sw:edelrlbor2"'s
this claim of
them
the
those
I

lions

written
of hb

anyUlinlJZ

III

of
this
have wished
say elseindebtedness to Sweden's
philosolphler has been many times

of the llreatest il1rmnrt::l"t
cations
the
much needed
because I
this that
present book.
Some readers may deem it a defect in
book lhat I have made no attempt
therein to review
of Einstein's
trines in the
of
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be

must
to
hand,
are
detlVlnl! anv abso'and in
as
coordinate
elements of one and the same manifold,
I think that the relativist's
On the
verdict cOllcernilng
would
favorable.
SlIi/edlenbot'g' himself was so essenlially
relativist-a relativist in the domain of

answer the word
but the old
ones will be
on this
If her view is the correct one, then the
reincarnations from now onwards wiII
be incarnations of Monads who have
been here
times before. That is to
say, we will
worked over many
times. This
of Mme. B1avatis held

the
in
The
for if
so re-

ARE

There are some
abollt which no one has
is not
"is
apparent increase
accurate
the number
inhabitants,
from a more accurate
on which we live, For
we have
aC'C111lrC'Q information
in Africa
of vast
pr1cvi.Qusly unheard of.
Kor does it follow
not be able to
time. A
sons
very

a
constructed a
money or
tain women
hood,
sacrifice
sent, shear

Japa,nel;e

"Secret Doctrine"
until
of
there will be no new

\\'01111 <I 11--a111 (I weave
with which to haul
beams into
Buddhist
relic in the form of
thick and a hundred
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THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
the Manchester (juarcllall.
The
of
is an intellectual edifice which
in course of
it can alamong the loftiest
acllievell1f"ntS of the human mind. It is
built on foundations laid down
the
work of
men, but is itself the creation of Prc,fessor AllIert
whom it was
f'V,nlvPlt
more than a
tained the

self-evident
and dominal:ed
..
and Maxwell.
It has
been
in
chanies
have no
of
ab:sol'Jte motion, but
of relative 010tion between different
Measllfl'of the
of
ill
howevpf indicates a
constant in all
the motion of the
source;
that the vibratiol'"
which constitute
vill)rElti()llS in a
medium
lurnin:iferol1s
which
affords
standard
this the
pose that motion
should influence the
of ph,enclmand enable the amount of
momeasured. The
was
which. were
view true. should have revealed
amount of the earth's motion relative to
the rether. The
of all such exto realize
called
met the
in uniform
their
genultimate
possilhle to show that
would in every
the
the rether.
explaining the facts. this soluto an absolute
identilfied with a statiolnar'v

which was,
such that the
motion of material bodies relative to
was unascertainable. Mr. Einstein's first
of
its sta.rtinll--Doint
tion of an unknowable abS(llul:e
be intolerable
h¥1i:1otlnes:is,
he laid

oh"sical sigD'ifican(:e of space
that
can not be an
nr,>n", .. t" of matter, but has
in relation to an obsen-er,
amount on the relative
the material
to the
two event,
also shown to
in relation to a
of
it ap!>eared

re'visiol1 in
new law of cOlmpositic'n
to the conclusion that illlCrtia
fundamental and absolute
matter. but that it
a " ..,,,,,'rl,,
ergy_ In
was found that the mass of an
with its
become

of

this
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contained two great gaps; it still
referred
to uniform
tion in a
and
the case of relative acceleration and
tation; it also took
account of that
fundamental
of malter,
tation. Mr.
could not
he evolved a new
pr<lfounl:lly
which
with
ment
another

whether

thc

also
the
ical
verification. at the hands of l£nglishrncll,
of one of its
consequences,
law.
that the
of a
turn round
tion of
Such
ctary orbit is
the
solar system
mutual disturbance
of the various
Einstein's
law adds a
additiorlal motion after
the forn:er has been allowed for,
in the case of one
this additional motion
have been observed as
case a
had
heen recognized
thc actual motion and th<!t
deducible from
; Einstein's
law
accounts for
found
which
the
such
of eXi'relllclv
stars

WORLD
Moses
famous
Zioni.it and
Forum
times
"\Ve are
now when Faith
is
to lose its
on one
to
its pfl)mise
the final
fmm,ih.,. shaken
have contributed towards
wild criticism of the
has
the helief.
which
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the
familiar sp.ectres
across the human stage."
RESPONSIBILITY.

turned
before
you
decide
reverend sir."
whatever he
nevertheless it is
from the milk
the curds are
rived." "Even so, 0
this
mind and
a man does
or evil
and
these deeds another
mind and
is re-bom. Hence he is
not liberate from his evil deeds." "You
are a clever man,
"-From
"Buddhist
J.

Series.

fish and bird and
robes

his
he were not
erated from his evil
cause he is re-born
from his ill-deeds."
"Give me an ex,lmlple,
a.man were to steal a mango
o.n"H",.. man, and the owner
mango were to take him and
'Your made>lty,
before the
my
stolen
man'
the thief were to
I did not take
mang,oes that he
I stole. I am not
Now would the
to

new
raiments on'
Each natural type, the greatest as the
Renews
vesture when its use hath
ceased.
How should man's
in unison
With the world's law of
save it won
New robes and
as its
increased?
shrunken
and dwarfed
!
fire!
yet be
To leave and frame anew, if God in!

for

Yh,·,.,.",,,,h this mind and

or evil
and
another mind and
horn. Hence he is not liberated
evil deeds.
"Give me

o

other
the
I
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WISDOM FROM THE "SECRET
DOCTRINE.
The Elementals
as the
of
the first remove (balckwa'rds

The pure
apart from consciousness is unknown to us, while
on
the
of our
for we know
states excites in the DClrceivinl!

Lunar mag:nletism
serves and
as

lI

svc:hi':alily as well
pre-

will or
and
or
As no oUltw;lrd motion or cU;,UllO:C,
man's external
an inthe external
The reincarnations and believers in
Karma alone
that the
whole secret of
in the unbroken
series of its mlmife!;tations, whether
or apart
Atma neither
remembers. It
but the
which shines
of
The Monad
when
mains

'Vlll5:t"",

P",.""",. Ii Iv

to assimilate

The Atom-the most metarlhysic:al obin creation.

THE FAILURES.

No earths or moons can be
except in appearance,
or
the
same order of Matter as found in our
Such
the Occult Teadling.

word has a
not
but even unsu:;pect<:d
natul:alilv disblieved
. Sound
related to the four Elements of
. Such or another viis sure to awaken the
corre:sp<e>miing: pnu,,,.,.c union with which
as the case
may be.
The Solar substance
immaterial. In
the sense, of course, of Matter existiIllg
in states unknown to
We see
act,

external

much had
imbued
So had
been
We'd let
Best elude us
And we'd
the Worst;
\Ve
to
it over,"
we can not
For every dream's a
And our dream's gone
-Bcrltm
in

The 1 heollopl1lical

which was founded
three well-defined

:U New York on the 17th
UUI""';',ll>.

viz

First-To form the nucleus of an Universal
of Hllmaniity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
reliigi<JlOs, philos()phies, and
the Iml>orlanice of that
Third·-'!·o il1lvelltill:ate the unc:xp,laillled laws of Nature and the spu,Uu:al
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
IS NO RELIGION HIGBIE.
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
re;itriiCtion is
on its members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
res.po:nsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in tum should show for the views of others. This tolerclti(m
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlgmatism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgm,atism wherever
found
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.
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THE SECRET OF THE ADEPTS.
(From the Four Books of J. S. W,
concerning the Secret of the Adepts; A
practical work. With very great stu:!y
collected out of the Ancient as well as
the Modern Fathers of Adept Philosophy, reconciled together, by Comparing
them with one another, otherwise disagreeing, and in the newest Method so
aptly digested, that even young Practitioners may be able to discern the
Counterfeit or Sophistical Preparations
of Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral.
whether for Medicines or Metals, from
True; and so avoid Vagabond Imposters,
and Imaginary Processes, together with
Ruine of Estates, London. printed by
Will Ronny, for tho. Hawkins in GeorgeYard in Lombard-Street, 1685.)
Under Heaven is not such an Art.
more promoting the honour of God. more
conducing to Mankill<i. and more narrowly searching into the most profound
Secrets of Nature, than is our true and
more than laudable Chymy.
This is it which shews the c1emencv.
wisdom, and omnipotence of the
in the creatures; which teacheth not onlv
speculation, but also practice and deni'onstration. the Beginning, Progress, and
end of Things; which restoreth our
bodies from infinite diseases, and by common means intolerable to pristine
health, and divert our minds from the
cares and anxieties of the world (the
thorns and bryars of our Souls) to tranquillity of life, from pride to humility.

Price Five Cent.

from the love and desire of worldly
wealth to the contempt thereof. And in
a word, which raiseth us from Earth to
Heaven.
Yet for all that may we say of it with
the same truth that amongst all the
which hath yielded any benefit or profit
to the world there is none by which less
hono:lr has hitherto accrued to God Almighty, and less utility to mankind; for
lest a Science of so great dignity and
utilitv should be too common, or ill managed" by the ignorant and impious, the
prudent possessors of the same make it
their business so to describe it as to make
it known to their deciples only, hut exclude unworthy altogether from it.
But in process of time, the Adepts arriving to a greater perfection of knowledge and experience. invented sometimes
one. sometimes another shorter method
in their work. altering fornaces, fires.
vessels. weights, yea, anu the Matter itself: w)1o being- thereby also constrained
to make new theories and terms of art.
according to the new invented practice,
it happened, that the scholar of one
Adept understood not the new theory,
much less the practice of another; which
also sometimes happened to the Adepts
themselves, those especially, which were
under the document of some certain
patron in some particular method and
process: for they had not the power of
discerning further than they had learnt:
whereupon they commonly suspected all
the
of other
en'Oe cLi,..tly
Digitized by
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that differed
in thel11se!Hs
lacious and
or apother
theories, sentences,
and terms
aft unknown to themselves,
to tht,if
which

selves not
to intolerable expel:se c •
hut also
as it ere obstinate in a
{'ertain confiden,'e of their undersltarldlllf:::
the Authors
do r".lhe'
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which
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lamentable
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ISLAM METAPHYSICS.
(By Miriam Milner French.)
Is the unspeakable Mahomadan, as
many Christians are pleased to call him,
a human being? Assuming that he was
created by God, even as were they, is it
presumptuous to wonder if he is not also
endowed with a soul, even as they?
Might one dare to further wonder,
grudgingly allowing him a soul, if that
soul, too, might not at· times go mad for
the love of God, even as they?
These are indeed unwilling admissiol13
for' many orthodox and sinless Christians to make, despite the ulllllistakahle
language of the Prophet in the Qur'all:
"Say unto the Christians, their God and
my God are one." Yet, if the ideals of
Brotherhood are to ever become living
practical realities, the fact tllust be accepted, however reluctantly, that the
Moslems and Christians are one.
The language of the Bible is believed
by many to be symbolical and allegorical.
Perhaps it would be but common fairness to generously make a similar concession concerning the Qw·'an. In studying
comparative creeds, one may say with
the Prophet: "Religions are a matter of
indifference, but serve, however, as a
means of reaching realities." With the
Islams, no priests or sacrifice are ever
allowed to come between the human soul
and God. Can as much always be said
of the Christians?
The QI4r'all teaches: That God on Iy
exists. He is in all things and all things
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are in Him. A Mahomadan will shout
in ecstasy: "Huwa-I-haqq I He is the
Fact--the one Reality'" That all invisible as well as visible beings are His
emanations and are not distinct from
Him in any respect. That the soul existed before the body and is now confined within it as in a cagc. At death
the soul returns to the Divinity from
which it emanated. That sleep is the
brothcr of death. In eCl>tasy or even in
physical sleep the soul can return to the
world from whence it camc.
That the principal occupation is to
meditate on the Unity, and so attain spiritual perfection-unification. That God
does not refuse His aid to those who are
on the right path. That man has a certain faculty whereby he perceives hidden
mysteries. This faculty is the inner
light. The intuition which under certain
conditions conveys to him a knowledge
of God by direct apprehension in a manner similar to the evidences of the
senses. That the great duty of man is to
cast off the "Not Being," to die to self
to live in God.
There have always been many secret
orders in Islam that interpret the inner
meanings of the QI4r'all. These esoteric
truths are not allowed to be communicated to the people. "Did not Allah
say: 'Speak to the people of that which
thev understand.'" In the record of a
certain initiation the neophyte is described as saying: "I learned the mystery of the doctrine of Uni y.. and oil the
Digitized by
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The truth of the union
revealed.
inof
re,realed until I entered
Moslem poet has thus described his
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with God:
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being I lost.
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with such
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but
time.
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It further
not mean
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who-

each
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action in the world.
their
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any
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Eve

; and though
man!'iol:l!!
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matter
what
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is a beyond.
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it to be an "iconl)gr:!religion of his time"
a
In parts the fanis so
and ov"......·..'nll,17ht
to
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He has chosen
medium of
but one doubts if. even in the most willof "advanced"
a metabioidea that
at times
will hold tothat have no more to
would take the best
week to
As
not. we think. bear
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the balance.
the economy, and the
force of
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work.-A. S. W. in
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How much of the
even of
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IMAGINATION AND PHANTASY.
A. ].

And of
able truth in
other
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and these indeed well
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unless it eat of the
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and then out of the soul's
the
divine air
out
fire
forth its spiritual
out of the

the context;
one
to remember how few ever read it--even of those
who
would. It was in deference to
this
that J. G. Gichtel
raries
dead;
And it is
host fired their
and lost the
but flashes of um;te,ldy 1ll!ltlt--tnat
to
to have somesubstance for their
to exist in. "Our selfhood
no
true Ens wherein its
be stead. for it createth
its
not
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God's
meekness, but createth itself into substance, its
in the
substance of
all
forms is the
elseit
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maketh
lit,?ra:llv true
not here
his
will do
in the
on Incarnation." Part I., ch. v.. pars. 67 to 72.
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and effect
external
believe
discover that
are
more
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the
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MAGICAL INCENSE.
(By :Miriam Milner French.)
Before me, coiled, a cobra-motionless-its hood spread, unblinking eyes.
The room lies in deep pools of dusky
twilight and strange, fantastic shapes
lurk in the purple shadows. The brilliant 1lunset's afterglow grows faint and
dim without; within, a wavering, flickering light-the fitful glow from an illumined golden lotus from whence grayshrouded phantoms rise upon the smoke
as burning incense fills the air.
The cobra with its hooded head is
scarcely visible in the deepening gloom.
Though made of hronze. it fills me with
an unnamed dread. Strange symbol
that! A serpent coiled, upon whose
head erect a golden lotus rests-the incense bowl. In the room close by one
softly plays sOllie dreamy, quivering
sounrls--exquisite trills frol11 "Aida"its tragedy of Egypt fills my soul.
By now the room has grown quite
black and I am all alone, and incense
drunk, I muse. I wonder if it holds a
power to bring to life an ancient self.
As if compelled, I sink upon my knees
hefore the incense bowl. It seems not
strange from that thick smoke that upward rose, weird forms commenced to
shape. A strip of land not far awaynearer-nearer yet it came-and then
sinuous, undulating motions that of
waters told-the waters of the NileSerpent Divine. And now I hear the
Sphinx. She calls! Forever she is call-
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ing and her devotees in every land have
always heard!
A mosque! At first I look with
dreamy eyes, and then a passing impulse
bids me enter. The great palmwood
door within an old stone arch, the outer
side of sheeted iron, stands grim and
uninviting. Cautiously I open it. For a
moment I hesitate, then softly, deliberately, I closed it, leaving behind me
the world with its flashing changes, its
modern ways, its rush and noise. Softly.
quietly. though almost fearfully, I
slipped into the mouldering, hidden, darkened womb of forgotten ages. And when
that great palmwood door was shut. the
one who closed the door was not the one
who later left that strange old mosque.
What was I seeking? I sought the
Double House of Life, an ancient school
versed in the knowledge of a book-the
sacred book of Thoth. That great god
Thoth who traveled in the Boat of the
Sun. To understand, to ever know that
silent, ancient land, one, too, must travel
in that hoat, a white lotus for one's
flower-Horus and Ra 'one's gods, and
all the while the Sphinx looks forth with
eyes of stone-eyes that gaze far beyond
tne land of Egypt-beyond the world of
men deep into the centre of the sun, and
on to higher planes. 1 felt perhaps that
in this temple I might hnd the Double
House of Life. and if I did I could secure the sacred book of Magic for myself.
I do not know how long I stayed. At
last so weary I became I laid me down
Digitized by
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thou shalt not
the
seekest. Fearful
also shalt he the calamities that will befall thee if thou breakest any vows."
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- - voice'
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THERE IS NO REiJ:GION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
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since it is believed that
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THE LOTUS,
SACRED
FLOWER.
(By Miriam Milner French.)
The lotus has been a symbol of deepest
and sacred meaning since the remotest
antiquity among the Egyptians, Hindus.
Persians, Greeks, Chinese, and Japanese.
It is said to have held one of the highest
places in art thirty centuries B. C.
It was symbolic of the Cosmos, and the
God in man.
Botanists say the lotus seeds contain
even before germination completely
formed leaves, infinitesimal shapes of the
beautiful flowers they will one day become, just as a human being contains
the spiritual prototype of what it shall
become one day in the course of evolution.
There is a legend in many of the sacred books that in the beginning of time
Brahma sprang into life from the navel
of Vishnu, alighting on the golden lotu:>
and with the different parts of the plant
created he the world. The triangle of
the calyx rePl:!sents the Trinity. The
lotus is an eml'>lem of eternal life, symbolic of the world, the breath of the gods
and an attribute of sileQce.
It has ever been a solar emblem among
alI Eastern nations, the beautiful sacred
White Lotus, Queen of An Lilies, opening its chalice of pearls at the rising sun
and folding them chastely up at the disappearanec of its adored one, thus renewing itself day by day. This is also
symbolic of the solar matrix. returning to
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the mysterious sanctuary to renew itself.
Buddha sits upon a lotus ready to hear
the prayers of the faithful that commence: "Om Mani Padme Hum-O, the
Jewel in the Heart of the Lotus-O, My
God within." With the Egyptians it
was the flower of Osiris-the blue lotus,
sacred lily of Isis. It was also the flower
of Horus, god of silence, who sits on a
lotus like Buddha, with a finger on his
lips, the sign of silence.
The lotus represents the physical and
spiritual productive and creative powers,
symbolizing generation. It was thought
to be the sacred flower of Nature and
also' that of her gods. It rooted in the
mud-the material life. The stalk passed
up through the slime and water and
finally the beautiful buds floating upon
the surface at last opened their perfect
blossoms, exquisite offering to the sungod. It also typifies the human soul.
symbolic of the soul's struggles and
growth through the cycles of time.
evolving up through material matter until it blossoms into the perfect flower.
It has heen calIed the Flower of Power.
being the product of earth, air, fire. and
water.
The various sacred centres in the bodv
-the three greatest being the Head.
Heart. and Navel-are calIed lotuses or
padmas. All human beings are then
lotus-bearers-"Chakna Padma KaropHe who holds a white lotus." Its seed
and roots lie deep within the lower reDigitized by
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matter and
manifests itself
the lotus
up centre
bursts in bloom-the
the

THE STAR IN THE DAYTIME.

were.
castles tower. cold
fearful

with strange

and mystery.
revered
.
.
\'Vindows of the Future. that peer afar.
the
dawn with di:;!.
that

the Past and Future
for
the pos·
the
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Hector LeioveUl<.
tory and maitre de
very credulous
for
to believe
a clear indication of a temperament inclined to
He even
believed in
So
was
he
no conto do with
the most
of the hislorie past,

translucent silhouette. \V ith
the guests in the salon
make out
the medium was

as a breath,
the dolorous silence with a name:
Antoinette Poisson!"
Overcome
emotion
of
asked:
"Arc vou
famous
de
• ?"
even
a me.!larti(:uhlrlv beof
whose face
education
1\1. Lcahead.

and
favorite
of th(>
lime. Either
a kind of
rate, the
violent
was
For all that. she came

a movement.
make a gesture for fear
the
in which
forces were to reveal th<:mse!ves.
time to time
cracked with a
some of
In the centre
on which
seated the
and as if ins'ensihle
about her.

a decision

favorite of--of--of Louis
There was an instant of amazement
among the
As for
stood
his mouth wide open,
his
fixed.
a few seconds.
went
"Louis
asked.
"Louis
voice.
"But in
"Chut
dour.
let this
mured
But the medium
out
to
ph:mtom of Antoinette
after which
turned on and the pfl)fesso,r's
guest left him alone. lost in
meditation.
In an
audience

lecture hall, a crowded
of
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a few
women
every
all of
like chickens in a
entrance of M.
turous
he appe,ue·d
seat.
In the
fell upon the room, and M.
the master, the bellie,rer.
and convinced
and of
with the
lV1<:sdall1les, messieurs: However sina scholar mav seek
the
to
he remains
less
to error in the examination
; and it
therefore
ridiculous
to
faith in them. We are surrounded
over which the truth
a
chance.
"Thus
that
the truth has rpc'pntlv
hands. The famous
de
was not, as misgl.lidled historians
hitherto
the mistress of
Louis XV, hut
mistress of Louis

yOl.U1g

ANTHROPOSOPHY.
the
Occultism has

for
It

not
the
manifestation
of a movement which has so manv
fashions,
the dcrnier cri •
doctrine. Like most such
much
born
Rudolf Steiner.
German peasant parentag-e in Croatia
and in his VOUnl1er
vears was
a
a lecturer on
Berlin, He has
and
he des:cri'hed

attention to be discussed and
of the staJldirlg
and Hermann
Steiner has also been attacked
of distinction and
who is
now the most
The
and all allied doctrines as
ideas of
and reversions to the
man.
However this
entitled to some
the wide
tion it
more than
and
rich
touch with
years. has
with nine colllal>orat()rs,
three hundred and
"Vom Lehenswerk
neuer Kultur"
Steiner's Life Work. The Promise of
a New Civilization. which thoSlf who
are curious about such matters.
arc
a
sufficient masters of German to
rather ahstruse discussion in that lanwill find an
contributhe literature of m,rstiici!im.
THE PLAXET-GOD.
HYMN'
(From "The Perfect
Dr:
Anna Kingsfc,rd and
land.
the
Masonic
pany,
1. 0 Father Iacchos thou art Lord
of the
God manifested in the
Flesh:
with fire.
2.
instructed in secret
Earth:
3, Who wearest the horns of the
who ridest upon an Ass, whose
the Vine, and the new Wine
Blood
4. Whose Father is the Lord God of
Hosts: whose Mother is the
of
the
Iacchos. Lord of Initiation:
5.
is the Soul
means of the
for

7.

Dreams
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and
Weariness
and
of the Flesh.
8. The
the Chamber of Ordeal therein is the Soul
9. Thine
0
who come out
whose robes are
the Vine.
10. Give me to drink of the Wine
that I
live for evermore:
to eat
the Bread whose
cometh up from the
as the
in the Ear.
12. Yea' for the
in which Man
is
is of the
it is broken
upon the cross,
down
the
crushed between griind"tclnes.
13. For
the
of the Outer
is the Inner set free.
14. Therefore the
Meat indeed
Blood is Drink
For Man shall live
the Word
of God.
16.
Church to
choice Vine.
17. And let them wash their garments in wine and their vesture in the
blood of
18.
and of
Whereof the
of the
and the
hand: whose
20. For the \'Voman
the
, and the crown
tion of Hu:manity.
21. Her
in
the ladder of
22. Which
Heaven
ascend
23. Thou are not
that hast not known Womlanho'od.
24. Evoi, Iacchos: for
cometh wherein
sons shall eat of the
fruit
the
the Vine shall
new
the l-< Ily_t'r.... shall
no more
25. For the
of hidden
at hand;
men shall eat of
fruits of God.
shall eat manna from
Heaven,
shaH drink of the river
Salem.
27. The Lord maketh all
new:
he taketh away the Letter to establish
the'

veiled
: for the
unto
thereon and

Tree.
31. But

InterKillgdlom of the

the
of all the Gods a.e
said unto men,
all in

of the
he

that Man
not.
that God is likcthe

are inward:
unto thee are
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whose Father is the Lord lacchos.
And Christ mall be
Lover
and the Saviour of
yea. he
shall be
Lord
thou shalt
adore him.
50. But if
stronger than thou art
thine house
51. An
thou
he: the hold of all manner of strife
evil beasts.
52. For a man's foes
household.
53. But
thou
the
the merchants: lest
become unto

69. And the columns thereof are human
the heads
and the
ox.
70. All these are of
are the chambers
houses of the initiation
71.
the
to form, and the mansions of
are manifold.
72. Thou callest her from the
and from the secret
of the
from the dust of the I::II11UlilU. and from
herb of the field.
Thou coverest her nakedness with
12:-lea'ves: thou c10thest her

Thou puttest
raiment. and as
them

bodies as
thou fold

76.
but thou remainest
the
and scattereth them,
of them shall
more be
and the
known.
of God
77. For the Wind is the
in Man. which bloweth where it Iisteth.
thou hearest the sound thereof. but
canst not tell whence it
not
whither it shall
Even
the
of :\fan.
which cometh from afar
and tarrieth
not,
away to a
thou
knowest not.
79. Evoi. Iacchos. Lord of the
. who Hnkest
lowest to the
; the loins of
wild
head and breast of the woman.
80. Thou holdest the Chalice of Divination: all the forms of Nature are
f1cctcd dlcrein.
81. Thou tumest man to destruction
then thou sayest. Come
ye chilof mv hand.
82. Yea. blessed and
art thou. 0
Master of Earth Lord of
Cross and
Tree of Salvation.
Blood rebroken on

67.

of every rr""t,,,r,,
earth. and
68. The
hull: the ibis and the
and every

86. But beware lest thou become subto the
and a bond-slave in the
of
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of
and
taskmasters.
neck
oppress the
of God.
evil time shall come upon
the Lord shall smite
for
sake.
be broken
flesh shall see trouble

in the
Blood of
thee
God.
107. This is
and ."'11"11'. this is the First Death; thou
art the Israel of the
108. \Vho
redeemed thee from
the dominion of the
; and hath
called thee from the grave, and from the
house of hondall'e.
109. Unto the
to the Path
and the
are
courage.
raiment
not wax
Desire shall heal
dis,eas,es: it
streams for thee
; it shall lead thee
out of
stony
to Paradise. .
114. Evoi Father
of the.
Xissi: Lord of the Garden

are the
ten thou-

the
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which was founded
three well-defined
at New York on the
VUI' .....,". viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HIUDllnity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
relilitiolllS, plfiilo,sop1hies, and
the importllmee of
J,hlrQ·-J,o il1lve,ltill:ate the
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THIl:RI£ IS NO Ra..IGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
re!.triction IS
on its members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
res,po:nsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from their
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolenlticlII1
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlitmatism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgmatism wherever
found
melnbers an unflinc:hil1lg
condemnation of vice in every
that tends to feed or propagate it.
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THEOSOPHY
(The followinR is extracted from a speech
c\eli,'eretl by Mr. E. T.
at the allnnal convention of the Theosophical Soddy
recent Iy held at New York.)

The Theosophical
Society today
stands for a hig-her and more splendid
ideal than the world has ever known.
Tn the past, while the worlel has seen the
ideal revealed in the lives and the sacrifice of Masters. in the person of
iers. the \\.estern world has never I,dore
Ilee11 tolel that that same attainmcnt is
the opportnnity of the human race. It
was only in 1873 that
Blavatsky
revealed the doctrine of Masters, the
doctrine of human perfectibility. \\. e
are the custodians of that ideal. \Ve are
responsible for its growth in the hearts
of men. It is impossible, of course. for
us to emboely it; <lnd yet. aftt'r all. there
is no such thing as the il1lpossihlc. The
fact that. intellectually, it is impossible,
ought to be a stimulus to those who perhaps would describe themselves as wouhlhe disciples of the Lodge.
Compare this attitude with that of the
world. In England at the present tilllC
vou have. on the one hand, the self;lssertiveness of Labour: on the other
hand. the self-assertivcness of the aristocracy-two different kinds of selfassertfveness, hecause one is positive anel
psychic. the other is negative and psychic. Among the aristocracy, you find
too often the sel f-assertiveness of inertia.
with a repudiation of responsibility so
negative that some of them say "thcy
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slIppose the day of aristocracy is past,"
that it is "the turn of thc working mall"
their hands of England's
honor, of England's prosperity, of that
hllnlcll which the great Law itself
placed upon them by reason of their
hirth. It is they who alight to be confronting the self-assertiveness of Labor,
which is trying to create an aristocracy of
Lahar-not in the trne sense of the word.
but in the sense in which it miO"ht be
used in Russia at the present time,"where
the proletariat is placed ahove all c1asscs
or grades of society. It is the self-assertiveness of a group as against the
whole. 1.Jeginning with the creation of a
goycrllment wit hin a government. Nothing could he further removcd from the
ideals of Theosophy, which point out to
all men, and to all classes of society, a
comt1lon goal of att:linment,
that any onc life is only a step, CO/I only
he a step, toward the attainment of that
goal, and that the true purpose of life is
to fulfill that destiny so far as it Illav
in a man's power to do so.
.
Theosophy reveals to us, not only an
agc-Iong growth, but an agc-long effort
at persuasion on the l,art of those who
ha ve attained. It shows thelll stooping.
as it werc, toward those who have not
attaincd, to lift them up from the mire
of life to a paradise of wisdom and love
and power. A member who spoke this
morning, whcn wc were discussing the
circulation of the Quarterly, referred to
salesmanship; and we can wdl thinklof
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the Maslers as sa Icsmcn.
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Brahman then
to ex·
to the sinful
the beautiful
law of nonresistance. He
succeeded in
a prl)mise
it would

a nOlnrr,sistin!lf

time later
that way

will
the
of that darkthe action of Karma.
evoke from that
man who
and
for-

t1U'OU£:il

Brahman looked with comupon the
of

moment.
"It is

" said

cobra for a

I told

YOtl
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celebrations. How is it po:ssilble
child who is
to
cape the conviction
of a nation is measured
albeit
are
wars, albeit
?

other hand, has
leaders as inferiors.
has
them far less than she
has her scholars. her poets. and her civil
functionaries. A
"Don't
don't waste a

This desire to seize what
other
to extend
mancruvres or hrutal as:Salllt:S,
of all wars.
It
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in
since the
was followed
teenth century.
a great outhurst of sciclllific progress
what has hcen the
excessive material
whole Occident
teredo

and would have
world was
bowed to its decision. Now tl1at Vi{estmarindustries are ur,gelntly
the
of the Far East will
become acute. It is certain that
Great Britain.
do all in
share of our
alliance we foresee be·
tween lierll1lany and Russia is formed. or
if
alone recovers
the situation will soon
from her
demand
and
action.
The
of Nations is not a sue·
because each of its members seeh
full
to extend its
wishes
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hurried
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or lessened
of time.
and more irriand so the
a constant
circle
trend toward acute illness of some sort.
The author tells
means of the
power
control these
to establish others

death
other person
twenty years,
self
a

ness of mankind.
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freshed for him six years
when another brother
a crisis in
an illness. And all
the years
that followed there existed a
of
between himself
brother.
been that it
on his

sketch
ten
Mr.
that

of himself at the
writhis mother or a close
Davies calls attention to the fact
is in
moderate cJr'cumand that no person
benefit fin:lnclal1ly
him. He has
than he could
and in
tion,
his "ifllf'pritv
his earnestness.
man, with p'r:willP'
tellectual

His
it was

not
and the
look whose heart and
in the dim
for a sle,eping mf'nll,rv
Mr.
wa'l too
cited to
he says. but after several
of the man.
minutes he
From this
and the conviction
sprang a belief
which came with
upon the death of
in the rebirth of
the
Mr.
in support of his PS:y'cllic,al
that he has actually
of his dead brother, declares
was a
the
brc,thl,rs. who
brother when
The seeker
devised certain IlS'I'CfIOtests with which
meet those
to
he
will prove cOllclusive 1ly
whether or not anyone of them is
brother.
H is theoretical
of his
present
or i\lll!lo-:::'axon
a man
try,
modest citTUllw,tances.
henefit
22,
week

it is
rather be, to
or

which
create
at a time
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admit
l'xistcnce
a
permanent
in us-which
not he confused with
we

are, in
life and
and
moment of
less distorted
The latter

nhvslcal

of

SOME EXTIL\CTS FR011
BOEHME.
\Vhen this great internal revelation
tile internal senses are then
takes
direct
of
itual
There
be no more neconclusions of any
such unknown
that
sense as

which
man, the true human
nh'vsi,cal man can not feel
dreams, for the
outer man, with its
apparatus, are para-

peneof his heart.

In each external
an eternal and
which issues
out
the
trial substance.

ethereal form
of the terres-

in all
of the
world.
which a
in its interior
reexternal character.
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CHURCH MORATORIUM.
Charles F. Dole.
the Twentieth
known minister
current relligiotls

"A

the divine
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three well-defined
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without distinction of
caste, or color.
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and other Eastern
reliigiclns, philosc)phies, and
the imllorl:anl:e of that
laws of Nature and the spilritual
Thlrd·-'J:o irlve:still:ate the
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence
in its works are to be
found
of all
as well
those who
none whatever. No
on its members save that of
to its one fundae-Universal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
respon
for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive
them from their
the
which
in turn
show for the views of others. This t"I....o,ti".n
and
is asked from all members as a
since it is believed that
dOlgmati.sm and intolerance have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlsmatism wherever
found
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.
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